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This guide draws upon many resources from the building and inspection industries to 

combine the subjects of moisture intrusion and building practices and standards that make 

a home moisture-resistant, as well as the methods of inspecting for moisture-related 

problems, which include judgment, experience and common sense.   

Several groups, such as the International Association of Certified Home Inspectors 

(InterNACHI), the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and its 

Partnership for Advancing Technology in Housing (PATH) Program, the U.S. Department of 

Energy (DOE), the Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CHMC), the Engineered 

Wood Association (APA), and many others listed throughout this publication have all 

produced useful guidelines and standards for building construction and inspection methods.  

Some of the content and illustrations in this book can be found in ―Moisture-Resistant 

Homes,‖ a document by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, and was 

rewritten and adapted for commercial and home inspectors.  Many illustrations come from 

―Builder’s Foundation Handbook,‖ a document by the U.S. Department of Energy. 

 

 

Foreword  

 

The proper design and construction of homes and other buildings have always involved 

attention to moisture control for the straightforward need to keep moisture out and protect 

the structure from deterioration.  In recent years, however, this issue has become much 

more complex, and property owners' and occupants' expectations have risen. Moisture 

control now includes the challenge of managing interior moisture, including water vapor, in 

order to promote the occupants' comfort, protect indoor air quality, and prevent the 

development of mold.  

 

More than ever before, consumers are demanding better performance from their 

homes.  Total moisture protection for houses is a daunting goal. At the same time, our 

understanding of the more subtle issues related to the effects of moisture and proper 

control continues to evolve. As a result, while effective moisture control ultimately rests on 

scientific principles, it also must be implemented by home builders and contractors who 

bring a more practical approach to the construction process.  

 

To understand how to inspect for moisture intrusion, property inspectors must understand 

moisture control in relation to building standards and construction practices, and the 

successful implementation of these standards and practices.  The topics in this book have 

been designed to combine the most common building standards for controlling moisture 

with the practice of property inspection.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

This book is designed primarily for residential and commercial property inspectors.  It will 

help the inspector learn how to inspect for moisture intrusion in buildings, structures and 

homes.  The student-inspector will learn about the specific details and areas of a building to 

explore and potentially discover defects that may cause moisture-related problems.  The 

inspector will learn about the design, construction and maintenance of houses that help 

manage moisture effectively.  

 

This publication instructs the inspector in the best building practices and standards that 

make a home moisture-resistant. Building methods and construction techniques are 

essential for an inspector to understand. Building components that are defective, incorrectly 

installed, or simply missing can produce moisture-related problems.  Moisture intrusion into 

a building can cause major structural damage and can threaten the safety of its occupants.  

When an inspector knows what a properly installed building component looks like, then 

recognizing an installation defect is easy.  Education and training on the best and 

latest building practices for controlling moisture are essential for every property inspector. 

 

One of the main duties of an inspector is to identify and report building components that, 

due to improper installation or poor condition, may cause moisture intrusion.  By studying 

moisture-resistant building practices and standards, a variety of the most common 

moisture-related problems in homes can be inspected for, found, confirmed, diagnosed, 

explained and documented during an inspection.  

 

Moisture-related problems include rain penetration, structural decay, mold growth, high 

indoor humidity, condensation, a wet foundation, ice dams, and many other issues that 

are familiar to builders, homeowners and insurers. For the most part, these problems are 

preventable and manageable. While Benjamin Franklin’s advice that ―an ounce of prevention 

is worth a pound of cure‖ was originally focused on preventing fires, it applies equally well 

to preventing moisture problems in homes.  
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Drawing from practical experience and the latest available technical resources, this manual 

assembles proven best practices for moisture management. These practices address topics 

directly related to moisture control, such as window flashing, as well as less obvious issues 

that also influence the behavior of water in a house, such as the implications of duct 

leakage. The application of these practices can provide a home with multiple lines of 

defense against moisture, the result being that, as a home ages and as certain details and 

components begin to fail, the overall structure will still manage moisture effectively.  

 

Also, many of the best practices featured in this guide are tailored for important site-specific 

factors, such as climate and decay hazards that may vary widely around the U.S.  The 

absence of these best building practices in a home’s construction should be reported and 

communicated by the inspector to his or her client. 

 

Effective moisture management involves a degree of uncertainty.  The best practices for 

moisture management should not be construed as absolutes. Equally effective or better 

alternatives are possible and may be discovered during an inspection.  The absence of a 

particular building component discovered during an inspection may not necessarily mean 

that moisture problems exist at the property. 
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PART 1:  SCOPE  and  APPROACH 

 
The scope of this book is focused on relatively common moisture issues encountered in one- 

and two-family dwellings, both attached and detached. The best practices for moisture 

management featured here are intended to address the issues in typical light-frame wood 

construction using common building systems. The practices deal with direct moisture issues 

as well as related design concerns that also influence moisture management in a house.  

 

Many of these best practices will be found during a typical home inspection.  The lack of a 

particular best practice for moisture management may not necessarily be a construction 

defect potentially leading to moisture intrusion.  Caution during an inspection is advised 

when inspecting for construction practices because a typical home inspection is strictly non-

invasive and visual.  Building components related to moisture management will usually be 

hidden, covered or restricted in some way in a visual-only building inspection.   

 

Home inspectors are not typically expected to determine a component's conformance with 

the manufacturer’s installation recommendations, or a component's or system's compliance 

with local building codes and regulations. 

 

Given the diversity of housing materials and construction styles in the U.S., the general 

approach advised is to present moisture-management strategies that can lead to several 

viable solutions, rather than specifying a single solution that assumes the use of a limited 

selection of materials and details. In sections where a single detail is provided, additional 

details and variations may also provide workable solutions. This approach gives the 

inspector a wide range of installation techniques and materials to look for and discuss with 

the client.  Discovering different materials and applications may reflect the owner's, 

builder's and/or contractor’s material choices, design preferences, and strategies for 

meeting various local code requirements. 
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Moisture Movement 

Understanding Moisture Movement 

 

To be able to inspect for moisture intrusion and related problems, an inspector should 

understand the basics of how moisture can move through a house. 

Moisture and water vapor move in and out of a house in three ways: 

 with air currents;  

 by diffusion through materials; and  

 by heat transfer. 

Of these three, air movement accounts for more than 98% of all water vapor movement in 

building cavities. Air naturally moves from a high-pressure area to a lower one by the 

easiest path possible — generally, through any available hole or crack in the building 

envelope. Moisture transfer by air currents is very fast — in the range of several hundred 

cubic feet of air per minute. Thus, to control air movement, a house should have any 

unintended air paths thoroughly and permanently sealed. 

The other two driving forces — diffusion through 

materials, and heat transfer — are much slower 

processes. Most common building materials slow 

moisture diffusion to a large degree, although 

they never stop it completely. Insulation also 

helps reduce heat transfer or flow. 

The laws of physics govern how moist air reacts 

within various temperature conditions. The study 

of the properties of moist air is technically 

referred to as psychrometrics.   

A psychrometric chart is used by professionals  

to determine at what temperature and moisture 

concentration water vapor begins to condense. 

This is called the dew point. By learning how 

to determine the dew point, you will better 

understand how to diagnose moisture problems 

in a house. 

 

Relative humidity (RH) refers to the amount of 

moisture contained in a quantity of air compared to the maximum amount of moisture the 

air could hold at the same temperature. As air warms, its ability to hold water vapor 

increases; this capacity decreases as air cools.  

For example, according to the psychrometric chart, air at 68º F (20º C) with 0.216 ounces 

of water (H2O) per pound of air (14.8g H2O /kg air) has 100% RH. The same air at 59º F 

(15º C) reaches 100% RH with only 0.156 ounces of water per pound of air (10.7g H2O/kg 

air). The colder air holds about 28% less moisture than the warmer air does.  
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The moisture that the air can no longer hold condenses on the first cold surface it 

encounters -- the dew point. If this surface is within an exterior wall cavity, the result will 

be wet insulation and framing. 

 

In addition to air movement, one can also control temperature and moisture content. Since 

insulation reduces heat transfer (or flow), it also moderates the effect of temperature across 

the building envelope cavity. In most U.S. climates, properly installed vapor diffusion-

retarders can be used to reduce the amount of moisture transfer.  Except in deliberately 

ventilated spaces, such as attics, insulation and vapor diffusion-retarders work together to 

reduce the opportunity for condensation to form in a house's ceilings, walls and floors. 
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PART  2:  INSPECTING  for  MOISTURE  INTRUSION 

 

General 

 

This section covers building installation methods and recommendations for each major 

building system. For example, if a foundation cross-section and related plan notes are being 

reviewed for moisture performance, useful best-practice information can be found in the 

"Foundations" section within the discussions of design considerations, such as "Basement 

Wall Insulating and Finishing."  Thus, particular parts of a plan can be quickly reviewed and 

red-lined to include moisture-related best practices. Issues concerning moisture vapor tend 

to overlap building systems and, as such, they are discussed in individual sections (such as 

walls), as well as in a comprehensive section that deals with the systems' interactions of 

vapor-related problems. 
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Inspectors and Codes 

The following sections refer to building practices that prevent moisture problems which may 

be consistent with minimum building codes and standards.  There are practices that go 

beyond the code requirements.  Home inspectors are typically not required to inspect for 

code compliance.  However, knowledge and an understanding of building codes and 

standards are sometimes necessary in order to inspect for building practices that are 

causing moisture-related problems, such as missing kickout flashing that should be 

installed according to model U.S. building standards.  Commenting upon codes and 

standards is beyond the scope of a typical home inspection.  Home inspectors are not code 

inspectors, but home inspectors do use building codes and standards as reference sources. 

 

Moisture-Resistant Roof Systems 

Inspecting and Identifying Roof Coverings for Typical Sloped Roofs 

   

  
 

 

   ROOF SLOPES 

 

 

 

 

The roof covering 

provides the home’s first 

line of defense against 

the elements. They also 

tend to be the most 

exposed components of 

a building’s exterior 

envelope. Therefore, 

roof coverings should be 

selected, detailed and 

installed to provide durable resistance to water penetration. Because more than 75% of all 

homes in the U.S. use composition roof shingles, the focus of this section is on this type of 

roof covering. 
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This design consideration deals with selecting and using a reasonably durable and weather-

resistant roof covering. These considerations are intended to enhance or help fulfill the 

objectives for a roof installation as found in the 2006 International Residential Code (IRC), 

which states:  

R903.1 General. Roof decks shall be covered with approved roof coverings secured to 

the building or structure… Roof assemblies shall be designed and installed in 

accordance with this code and the approved manufacturer’s installation instructions 

such that the roof assembly shall serve to protect the building or structure.  

 

Building codes don’t address many of the details required for a complete and proper 

installation of the many available roofing products. Therefore, the statement regarding ―in 

accordance with… manufacturer’s installation instructions‖ should not be taken lightly. 

Industry-standard installation guidelines are also important resources.  Home inspectors are 

not usually expected to determine conformance with the manufacturer’s installation 

recommendations, or compliance with local building codes and regulations.  However, there 

are many standards and building practices that could be checked during a typical home 

inspection.  For example, most (if not all) asphalt-composition shingle manufacturers will 

void the warranty if shingles are installed on a sloped roof with a pitch of less than 2:12. 

 

Home inspectors should know the importance of the minimum roof slopes for the various 

roof coverings.  Underlayment installations are not readily visible for existing homes but can 

be inspected during construction.  Life expectancies are also valuable information for an 

inspector to know and refer to. 

 
 

Inspecting Roof Pitch and Material Properties 

While the selection of a roof covering is primarily driven first by cost, local custom and 

aesthetics, there are other factors that go into this decision. These include roof pitch, 

weight, service life, and special-use conditions. Table 1 above and the following discussion 

compare these factors for different roof coverings as they relate to water-shedding and 

water-resistant roof coverings. 
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Understand Minimum Roof Pitch and Check Underlayment 

 

Steep-slope roof systems are defined by the National Roofing Contractors Association 

(NRCA) as systems designed for installation on slopes greater than 3:12 (14 degrees). 

Steep-slope roofs are water-shedding, not waterproof. Therefore, roof pitch is limited in 

accordance with Table 1 for various steep-slope roofing products. To prevent water leaks, 

these roof systems rely on fast drainage, adequate overlapping of elements, and use of 

underlayment as a back-up layer of protection. For composition shingles and concrete and 

clay tiles, Figure 1 shows a double underlayment detail to be used on slopes of less than 

4:12 for these two roof coverings.  For composition shingles and concrete and clay tiles, 

Figure 1 shows a double underlayment detail to be used on slopes of less than 4:12 for 

these two roof coverings (see Table 1, Note a). 

 

  

For roof slopes between 2:12 (two units vertical in 12 units horizontal = a 9.5 degree slope) 

to 4:12 (four units vertical in 12 units horizontal = a 18.5 degree slope), underlayment 

should be two layers applied in the following manner: 

 A 19-inch strip of underlayment felt should be applied parallel to and starting at the 

eaves, and fastened sufficiently to hold in place.  Starting at the eaves, 36-inch-wide 

sheets of underlayment should be applied, overlapping successive sheets at 19 

inches, and fastened sufficiently to hold in place.    

For roof slopes of 4:12 and greater: 

 One layer of underlayment should be applied in shingle-like fashion.  It should start 

from the eaves and run parallel to the eaves.  It should overlap 2 inches.  It should 

be fastened sufficiently to hold in place.  End-laps of the underlayment should be 

offset by at least 6 feet. 

In areas where there is a history of ice forming along the eaves causing a backup of water, 

an ice barrier that consists of at least two layers of underlayment cemented together, or of 

a self-adhering polymer-modified bitumen sheet, shall be used in lieu of normal 

underlayment, and extend from the lowest edges of all roof surfaces to a point at least 24 

inches inside the exterior wall line of the building.  Detached structures without conditioned 

areas are the exception. 
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By contrast, low-slope systems are designed as waterproof roof systems and use roof 

coverings designed for pitches as low as 1/4:12. While low-slope roofs are commonly known 

as flat roofs, an actual flat roof surface is a design mistake.  There should always be some 

slope.   

 

Inspectors should report a flat roof that is actually flat as being defective. 

 

 

What’s the Weight?  

 

Although the weight of the roof covering it is not directly related to a moisture-management 

concern, it is a consideration when inspecting the structure of the roof.  Most homes are 

designed for a maximum roof-covering weight of no more than 5 psf (pounds per square 

foot). When replacing the roof on an existing home, a structural analysis should be 

performed if a light roof covering is being replaced by a much heavier roof covering. 

 

 

Estimating Service Life 

 

The service life estimates in Table 1 are rough approximations designed to inform the 

inspector about various roof coverings. For a more thorough estimate of service life 

considerations, the inspector should refer to a Web-based, automated assessment tool 

known as the ―Durability Doctor.‖ This tool was created by the National Institute for 

Standards and Technology (NIST) under HUD’s Partnership for Advancing Technology in 

Housing (PATH) Program, and is hosted on the PATH website at www.pathnet.org. 

http://www.pathnet.org/
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Wind-Resistant Roofing in High-Wind Areas 

 

When specified and installed properly, many roofing systems will provide adequate 

performance in high-wind regions. However, there are a few items deserving special 

attention.  

 

Wrappers with Wind Ratings 

 

This product should be rated for the local wind speed. For example, in areas subject to 

hurricane-force winds, the wrappers of asphalt composition shingles should be labeled as 

meeting the ASTM D 3161-Class F test for wind speeds of 110 mph and higher.  

 

During a typical home inspection on an existing home, this type of identification will not be 

possible.  However, on a new home being built, or on a roof installation project, the rating 

identification could be accomplished. 

 

 

There Is Good and Bad Fastening 

 

The manufacturer's installation instructions should be followed, and the fasteners should be 

properly installed (e.g., appropriate fastener spacing, fasteners installed without damaging 

material, etc.). In general, six roofing nails per shingle, rather than the standard four nails, 

are required for composition shingles in high-wind regions.  The roofing fasteners should not 

be over-driven (so that the head damages or tears the shingle) to avoid complete loss of 

shingle strips, which is a major cause of extensive water damage to the contents of homes 

during wind-driven rain events.  Attention to fastening quality is equally important for other 

roofing materials, such as tile and metal. 
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Underlayment 

 

Typical 15# tarred felt underlayment provides back-up protection against water intrusion 

only as long as the primary roofing material remains intact. It is not intended for direct 

exposure in the event of loss of the primary roofing system in a severe wind-driven rain 

event. To enhance protection against water intrusion and damage to the building and 

contents in severe wind-driven rain climates, a roofing contractor should apply a continuous 

strip of bituminous adhesive tape to sheathing joints prior to installing the underlayment. 

This practice provides a level of protection against water intrusion, even in the event of 

severe wind damage to the primary roofing.  For further back-up protection, a self-adhering 

bituminous membrane may be applied to the entire roof. 

 

Flashing 

 

Longer-than-normal flashing overlaps and vertical legs could be installed in anticipation of 

severe wind-driven rain and wind pressure.  Roof-edge flashing should be securely attached 

to the substrate. 

 

Check the Roof Sheathing 

 

The roof covering is only as strong as the substrate to which it is attached.  During an 

inspection of a new roof, before the underlayment and other roofing materials are installed, 

be sure to inspect for proper installation of the roof sheathing.  Because underlayment is 

sometimes installed by the framing contractor immediately after completion of the roof 

sheathing installation, a timely inspection is critical. Roof sheathing in high-wind areas 

should be attached with minimum 8d (0.113-inch diameter) deformed shank nails, or 8d 

common nails (0.131-inch diameter) spaced 6 inches on-center at all framing members. Full 

round-head or D-head nails should be specified and should not be over-driven into or 

through the sheathing, as this severely weakens the connection. 

 

 

Roofing and Re-Roofing for Hail Damage Protection  

 

Composition shingles rated for hail resistance or other more resistant roofing products 

should be installed for protection from hail damage. Since hail can occur in so many parts of 

the country at least occasionally, the greater the likelihood of hail, the more often enhanced 

shingles should be seen at inspections. The "Hail Days Map" shown in Figure 2 is presented 

as an example, and illustrates the mean number of days per year for a hail event that is 

damaging and/or has hail of 2 inches in diameter.  When available, maps and indexes found 

in building codes should be referenced. 
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Composition shingles tested in accordance with UL 2218 and rated as Class 4 may be used 

for improved hail resistance. (Classes range from a low of 1 to a high of 4.) In some states, 

such as Texas, hail damage insurance premiums may be reduced with the use of impact-

resistant roofing. In fact, in October 2004, the Texas Department of Insurance provided an 

online listing of manufacturers of products that meet the state’s roofing discount 

requirements (www. tdi.state.tx.us/commish/roofingx.html).  

 

Another consideration for protecting roofs from hail damage involves re-roofing.  Re-roofing 

over an existing layer of composition shingles, while generally permitted by code, reduces 

the ability of the newer shingles to resist impact damage from hail. Therefore, in hail-prone 

regions, the insurance industry recommends (and local code may require) that re-roofing 

should include removal of the existing layer(s) of old composition-shingle roofing.  

 

 

Checking for Concentrated and Obstructed Roof Drainage  

 

In modern construction, adding complexity to roof plans is commonly done to improve curb 

appeal. But adding complexity to the roof drainage system can also create long-term 

moisture problems. A balance is needed so that roof rainwater flows aren’t excessively 

concentrated or obstructed, as shown in Figure 3. If these conditions cannot be avoided, 

then affected regions of the roof should be adequately detailed and waterproofed, and 

guttering should be appropriately designed to channel water off the roof and away from the 

building. These are critical areas to inspect. 
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Minimal Roof Penetrations 

 

Roof penetrations increase the likelihood of water leaks due to failed gaskets, sealants and 

flashing. The number of roof penetrations may be reduced by a variety of technologies and 

strategies, including:  

 

•    air-admittance valves (AAVs) to reduce or eliminate plumbing vent-stack penetrations;  

•    consolidation of vent stacks below the roof;  

•    exhaust fan caps routed through walls instead of through the roof; 

•    high-efficiency combustion appliances, which can be sidewall-vented; and  

•    electrically powered HVAC equipment and hot water heaters that do not require flue  

      pipes.  

 

The more penetrations an inspector finds passing through the roof covering, the greater the 

potential for moisture intrusion. 
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Roof Flashing 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Water penetration is commonly associated with flashing and detailing problems around roof 

penetrations, eaves, and wall intersections with a lower roof section. The following best 

practices describe flashing details for common applications in residential construction that 

inspectors should be able to recognize. These conceptual details are intended to help the 

inspector understand the objective for roof flashing, as found in the 2006 IRC:  

 

R903.2 Flashing. Flashings shall be installed in such a manner so as to prevent 

moisture from entering the wall and roof through joints in copings, through 

moisture-permeable materials, and at intersections with parapet walls and other 

penetrations through the roof plane.  

U.S. building codes provide only basic performance concepts for use and detailing of 

flashing.  Therefore, it is imperative that designers and builders consider the issue of roof 

flashing as a key element of construction plan detailing, construction trade coordination, 

and field quality-control.  Oftentimes, inspectors discover flashing details incorrectly 

installed, or even flashing that is missing.  Manufacturers' recommendations and the 

industry's standard installation guidelines provide a valuable resource for inspectors to 

understand flashing details.  
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Flashing Details for Roofs  

 

 

Figures 4 through 7 provide models for correct flashing installation techniques for asphalt 

composition shingle roofing, which is the most common roofing material used in residential 

construction in the U.S. For flashing details for other roofing types, the inspector should 

refer to the manufacturer's literature and industry guidelines. 
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To avoid roof leaks, appropriate flashing details should be installed wherever possible; 

roofing cement and caulk should not be solely relied upon for adequate sealing purposes. In 

addition, improper or missing kick-out flashing (which may involve only a single roof 

flashing component) is associated with some of the more severe cases of localized moisture 

damage to walls. This flashing element is highlighted in Figure 7.  It is commonly referred to 

as a kick-out (or kickout) flashing or an end-dam flashing.   

To ensure that the ice-dam flashing at the eaves extends 24 inches horizontally beyond the 

exterior wall, the slope of the roof should be accounted for.  

Table 2 offers nominal width requirements for the ice-dam flashing at the eaves based on 

different roof slopes and the eaves' overhangs. Note that for many scenarios, a single 36-

inch roll of flashing may not be sufficient.   
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QUIZ 1 

 

1.    Moisture and water vapor move in and out of a house in three ways: with air currents; by  
       diffusion through materials; and by ______ transfer. 

heat 

water 

cold 
 

2.    Of the three main ways that moisture moves through a house, ______ movement accounts for  
       more than 98% of all water vapor movement in building cavities. 

air 

vertical 

gravitational 
 

3.    ________________ refers to the amount of moisture contained in a quantity of air compared to  
       the maximum amount of moisture the air could hold at the same temperature. 

Moisture content (MC) 

Relative humidity (RH) 

Relativity transfer (RT) 
 

4.    T/F:   Roof coverings provide the first line of defense against the elements and tend to be the  
                 most exposed components of a building’s exterior envelope. 

True 

False 
 

5.    The minimum pitch for a composition-shingle roof is ___________. 

8:12 

6:12 

2:12 
 

6.    For roof slopes of 2:12 to 4:12, there should be ______ layers of underlayment applied. 

four 

three 

two 

(continued) 
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7.    Re-roofing over an existing layer of composition shingles, while generally permitted by code,  
       reduces the ability of the newer shingles to resist impact damage from _______. 

hail 

UV rays 

water 
 

8.    T/F:   Roofing cement and caulk are adequate substitutes for general flashing details in order  
                 to prevent roof leaks. 

True 

False 

 

 

Answer Key to Quiz 1 

 

 1.    Moisture and water vapor move in and out of a house in three ways: with air currents;  
        by diffusion through materials; and by heat transfer. 
 

 2.    Of the three main ways that moisture moves through a house, air movement accounts  
        for more than 98% of all water vapor movement in building cavities. 
 

 3.    Relative humidity (RH) refers to the amount of moisture contained in a quantity of air  
               compared to the maximum amount of moisture the air could hold at the same temperature. 

 
 4.    T/F:  Roof coverings provide the first line of defense against the elements and tend to   
        be the most exposed components of a building’s exterior envelope. 
                    Answer:  True 
 

 5.    The minimum pitch for a composition-shingle roof is 2:12. 
 

 6.    For roof slopes of 2:12 to 4:12, there should be two layers of underlayment applied. 
 

 7.    Re-roofing over an existing layer of composition shingles, while generally permitted by  
                    code, reduces the ability of the newer shingles to resist impact damage from hail. 
 

 8.    T/F:   Roofing cement and caulk are adequate substitutes for general flashing details in  
                    order to prevent roof leaks. 
                    Answer:  False 
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Roof Ventilation and Insulation 

 

    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Roof system ventilation and insulation are important for a number of reasons:  

 condensation control; 

 temperature control; 

 energy efficiency; and  

 the prevention of chronic ice dam formation.  

 

Ventilation of attic areas is intended to prevent the accumulation of moisture vapor in the 

attic/roof space and to dry low levels of condensation that may form on the underside of a 

roof deck. Ventilation is also intended to reduce the temperature of the roof deck during 

hot weather to improve shingle durability.  Reducing the attic’s temperature through 

ventilation and insulation also improves energy efficiency during hot periods. And in the 

case of ice dams, elevated attic and roof temperature during the winter can cause snow on 

the roof to melt. Insulation and roof ventilation help to keep the roof’s exterior surface cold 

and help minimize the development of melted water and, consequently, ice dams.  

 

Ventilating roofs in hot and humid conditions may add (rather than remove) moisture from 

attics and enclosed roof spaces. However, not ventilating roofs may void the asphalt-

composition roofing manufacturer’s warranty and slightly decrease the life expectancy of the 

roofing material due to increased temperature of the roof's surface.  

 

Other tile, concrete and metal roofing materials would not be similarly affected.  Employing 

an unvented attic space may require designing the attic/roof space as conditioned space, 

similar to that required when creating habitable space in the attic. There are several sources 

with more information on unvented attic designs. Traditional attic ventilation remains a 

cost-effective (though imperfect) solution for moisture control. In colder climates, roof 

ventilation serves to remove humidity and condensation from the roof/attic space and helps 

to prevent the chronic formation of ice dams at the eaves. 
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Roof Ventilation Based on Climate and Insulation Amount  

Attic spaces and roof cavities should be ventilated in accordance with minimum 

requirements of local building codes, as represented in Table 3.  

 

For enhanced protection against the formation of ice dams, Table 4 provides recommended 

levels of insulation and vent-area ratios as a function of the venting layout. These 

recommendations should be found in areas with a ground snow load greater than 30 pounds 

per square foot (psf), and in other areas where ice dams are a concern. The 

recommendations for ventilation in Table 4 can additionally be used by contractors to create 

multiple lines of defense for flashing to prevent ice dams at eaves. Also, the arrangement of 

vent areas must balance high (or outlet) and low (or inlet) vent openings. 
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Roof Overhangs and Projections 

 

       

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Roof overhangs and projections, such as porch roofs and overhanging upper floors, provide 

the primary means to deflect rainwater away from building walls. Thus, the potential for 

water penetration through siding, windows and doors is minimized. Because the protection 

of roof overhangs increases with increasing overhang width, larger overhangs than those 

recommended in this section may be important in the consideration of weather-resistant 

wall-barrier design. 

 

Roof overhangs offer limited benefit during periods of severe wind-driven rain conditions, 

such as thunderstorm fronts and tropical storms, and in arid regions where rain is not a 

major concern. In severe wind-driven rain climates, a good-performing weather-resistant 

barrier for walls is at least as important as providing roof overhangs. In high-wind areas, 

overhangs add wind-uplift load to the roof, and may require stronger roof-wall connections. 
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Roof Overhangs Should Be Based on Climate  

 

Recommended minimum widths for roof overhangs for one- and two-story wood-frame 

buildings are shown in Table 5 and Figure 9. For taller structures, larger roof overhangs are 

desirable. Alternatively, porch roofs and upper-floor overhangs can be used to protect 

lower-story walls, in accordance with Table 5.  A decay-hazard index map is provided in 

Figure 10 to assist in using Table 5. It should be noted that some U.S. building codes do not 

regulate minimum widths for roof overhangs. 
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Roof Drainage, Gutters and Downspouts 

 

     

 

While roof overhangs and porch roofs protect building walls from impinging rain, gutters 

serve to protect building walls and foundations from roof water runoff.  Roof gutters, 

downspouts and leaders or diverters form the initial components of a drainage system for 

the building and site. A proper design of gutters and downspouts for water-shedding (steep-

slope) roof systems should be looked for during an inspection. 

 

Common problems with guttering are associated with installation and maintenance.  Home 

inspectors can check if properly sized materials are being used, if guttering is appropriately 

sloped toward adequately sized downspouts, and if discharge is directed away from the 

building's foundation and perimeter.  Discharging water at inside building corners should be 

avoided. Some local storm water codes may require special infiltration or filtration 

treatments of roof runoff.  

 

 

Check Whether the Roof Drainage System Installed is Properly Sized  

 

Only two steps are required to properly design a steep-slope roof drainage system using 

standard guttering products.  

 

STEP 1:  Design Rainfall Intensity  

The rainfall intensity for roof drainage design is sometimes based on a 10-year return period 

and five-minute duration (see Figure 11).  However, other design return periods and 

durations may be used effectively.  Adjustment factors for other acceptable design 

conditions follow. A standardized design criterion in U.S. building codes does not exist, so 

practical experience and judgment are important.  
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STEP 2:  Roof Drainage System Spacing and Layout  

Based on a selected gutter size and type, as well as the design rainfall intensity from Step 

1, the maximum plan (horizontal) area of the roof that the gutter can adequately serve can 

be determined using Table 6. Based on this area and the roof's geometry, spacing and 

locations of downspouts can be determined, as shown in the following example. If using 

suggested sizes for downspouts, the gutter size will generally control the spacing of the 

downspouts. Downspouts with a dimension of less than 2 inches should be avoided. It is 

also generally recommended that downspouts should serve no more than 50 feet of gutter 

length. A commonly used gutter is the 5-inch K-style gutter with 2x3-inch rectangular 

downspouts.  

 

Roof rainwater collected in gutters and delivered to grade via downspouts must then be 

moved away from the foundation onto properly graded soil using leaders and diverters. This 

third component is just as important as the first two, and should receive equal emphasis. 

Leaders should direct the downspout discharge a minimum of 2 feet away from the building 

perimeter.  This can be done using splash blocks or an underground drainage pipe, such as 

corrugated polyethylene or smooth PVC piping, which discharges to a safe conveyance 

point. In particularly poor soil conditions, such as expansive clays or collapsible soil which 

has been severely weakened with increased moisture, the distance between the downspout 

discharge and the foundation should be increased.  
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For the house shown in Figure 12, the following example is provided to illustrate this best 

practice:  

 

STEP 1: From Figure 11, a design rainfall intensity of 7 inches per hour is determined for  

             the site.  

 

STEP 2: A 5-inch K-style gutter is selected from Table 6, with a maximum allowable roof  

             tributary plan area of 600 feet2.  

Because the roof slope is 6:12 (Note c), the allowable tributary roof area is:  

  0.85 x 600 feet2  = 510 feet2.  

The actual roof area for the side shown is:  

  14 x 34 feet + 14 x 12 feet = 644 feet2.  

The number of downspouts required is:  

  644 feet2 ÷ 510 feet2  = 1.3.   

 

The number of downspouts should always be rounded up, so two downspouts should be 

used -- one at each end of the L-shaped gutter layout. The downspout size may be 2x3 or 

3x4, as suggested in Table 6.  
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Moisture-Resistant Wall Systems 

 

          

 

What is a Weather-Resistant Exterior Wall Envelope (WRE)?  

 

This section discusses what a home inspector should look for with weather-resistant wall 

envelopes, which can include siding, water barriers, etc. Current U.S. building codes don’t 

distinguish between the inherent performance differences of the various weather-resistant 

envelope (WRE) systems. In addition, selection of a siding system generally focuses on 

attributes such as appearance, cost and durability. There are different types of cladding 

systems that protect a building from rainwater penetration and its accumulation in walls. 

This section is intended to show the home inspector the basic installations of a weather-

resistant wall envelope, as described in the 2006 International Residential Code:  

R703.1 General. Exterior walls shall provide the building with a weather-resistant 

exterior wall envelope. The exterior wall envelope shall include flashing as described 

in Section R703.8. The exterior wall envelope shall be designed and constructed in 

such a manner as to prevent the accumulation of water within the wall assembly by 

providing a water-resistant barrier behind the exterior veneer as required by Section 

R703.2 and a means of draining water that enters the assembly to the exterior.  

Protection against condensation in the exterior wall assembly shall be provided. 

There are some exceptions. 

 

Due to the potential for water accumulation within the wall cavity, a water-resistant 

membrane must be installed behind any exterior siding and veneer.  Under certain 

conditions, it is permissible to eliminate the membrane in detached accessory buildings,  

or where the siding, finish materials or lath provides the needed protection.  The following 

2006 IRC language defines a water-resistant barrier: 

R703.2 Water-resistive barrier.  One layer of #15 asphalt felt or other approved 

water-resistive barrier shall be applied over the studs or sheathing of all exterior 

walls.  Such felt or material shall be applied horizontally, with the upper layer lapped 

over the lower layer not less than 2 inches.  Where joints occur, the felt shall be 

lapped at least 6 inches. 
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The installation of even the most weather-resistant wall envelope system on a house does 

not diminish the need for proper installation, particularly with regard to flashing details at 

penetrations. In addition, the use of roof overhangs provides performance benefits for all 

cladding systems by reducing the moisture load experienced over time, and by allowing 

greater opportunities for walls to dry in the event of periodic wetting due to wind-driven 

rain. The life expectancy of various siding materials may vary widely, from 10 to as long as 

100 years or more, depending on type of material, climate exposure, maintenance, and 

other factors.  

 

Understanding a Weather-Resistant Envelope System  

 

A drained-cavity WRE system will provide fair to good protection in nearly all climates and 

building exposures, and should be considered as a common and broadly applied wall design 

for moisture protection. In more severe cases, such as climates with severe wind-driven 

rain or openly exposed buildings with no overhangs, and for wall designs involving different 

types of materials (e.g., conventional stucco), alternative WRE systems may be installed 

based on climate and building exposure. A three-step design process that accounts for these 

factors follows.  

 

The drained-cavity system and other WRE approaches are illustrated in Figure 13 and 

described below. 
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Drained Cavity:  A drained cavity WRE relies on deflection, drainage and drying to protect 

the wall from moisture damage. There are many possible variations of this type of WRE. In 

general, a cavity exists to separate the cladding material from the surface of a moisture 

barrier placed on the structural wall behind the cladding. The depth of the cavity, however, 

may vary. For example, vinyl siding may be placed directly on the moisture barrier (for 

example, building wrap, 15# tarred felt) and still provide a cavity only restricted at points of 

contact (such as at nail flanges). A minimum cavity depth of 3/8- to 1/2-inch is sometimes 

recommended by use of vertical furring strips placed over the water barrier (drainage 

plane). Furring and flashing details around window and door openings must also be carefully 

installed. Drained cavities increase the life of exterior finishes on wood surfaces and 

promote drying of wall assemblies after wetting episodes. For brick veneer, a larger, 1-inch 

cavity depth is recommended to allow space for brick placement and mortar excesses. 

 

Face-Sealed:  This type of WRE relies exclusively on the ability of the outer surface of the 

wall and joints around penetrations to deflect water and prevent it from penetrating the wall 

surface. If a defect in the wall surface or joint detailing (such as caulk) exists or occurs over 

time, then water will penetrate and potentially accumulate in the wall, causing damage to 

any moisture-sensitive materials within the assembly. One example of this type of system is 

known as conventional or barrier EIFS (exterior insulation finish system). However, building 

standards only allow the use of a new type of drainable EIFS (i.e., drained cavity) on 

residential construction. 

 

Concealed Barrier:  This type of WRE relies on porous cladding material adhered to or 

placed directly on an internal (concealed) water barrier or drainage plane. A common 

example is conventional stucco applied on a layer of tarred felt paper attached to a wood-

frame wall. This WRE system also relies primarily on deflection of rainwater, much like the 

face-sealed system, but also has a limited capability to absorb moisture to later dry and to 

drain moisture through weeps (weep screed) at the base of the wall. However, there is no 

open drainage pathway to allow water to freely drain from the concealed moisture barrier. 
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Rainscreen:  A rainscreen can be considered an incremental improvement over the 

drained-cavity approach. This type of WRE is uncommon in the U.S. but has been used to 

some extent in Canada to address severe climate conditions. By the addition of some details 

to help reduce air-pressure differential across the cladding system during wind-driven rain 

events, water penetration into the drainage cavity is further limited. At a minimum, this 

approach involves use of an air barrier behind the cladding to resist wind pressures. Thus, 

wind pressure across the siding (which is vented and not airtight) is reduced and is less 

likely to result in water being driven through the siding due to pressure differentials across 

the siding. Also, the cavity between the cladding and water/air barrier must be 

compartmentalized by use of airtight blocking or furring at corners of the building, as a 

minimum practice. This feature prevents pressure differences on different surfaces of the 

building from ―communicating‖ through a continuous cavity behind the cladding, which can 

cause unintended pressure differences across the cladding that drive rainwater through the 

cladding into the drainage cavity. Because many of the required components of a basic 

rainscreen system are already present in a simple drained-cavity wall system, drained-

cavity systems are generally considered a more practical alternative for typical applications.  

 

Drained-cavity WRE systems incorporate a wide range of cladding systems and may be 

considered a viable option for non-severe climates and building exposures.  

 

The following is a three-step process for incorporating a WRE system on a house during 

construction. 

 

 

STEP 1:  Site Climate Conditions  

Climatic conditions are categorized on the basis of the potential for wetting of walls, 

especially wetting from wind-driven rain. The exposure categories can be referred to as:  

 severe:  Severe climate conditions are conditions that result in frequent wetting 

due to wind-driven rain, such as coastal climates, and areas prone to frequent 

thunderstorm events;  

 moderate:  Moderate climate conditions pertain to those sites that are 

periodically exposed to wind-driven rain; and  

 low:  A low-climate condition is associated with relatively dry climates with little 

rainfall or wind-driven rain. 
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These classifications are intentionally subjective, as there are no clearly defined criteria in 

the U.S for assessing wind-driven rain and its effects on building wall systems.  However, 

wind-driven rain climate data, as well as other related climate indices, may help guide the 

classification of a local climate based on these categories. Climate maps for this purpose are 

provided in Figures 14 and 15. The Decay Hazard Index Map of Figure 10 may provide some 

additional guidance. 

 

 

 

 

STEP 2:  Assess Building Exposure  

The terrain surrounding a building impacts its exposure to wind-driven rain. The ratio of roof 

overhang width to the height of the protected wall below also alters the exposure of a 

building to weather and wind-driven rain. Long roof overhangs relative to wall height 

effectively reduce the exposure.  Similarly, increased shielding of the site against wind tends 

to reduce the effects of climate.   

 

Table 7 may be used to determine a building’s exposure level, based on the climate 

condition determined in Step 1, the roof overhang ratio, and the wind exposure. The 

exposure level then leads to a reasonable weather-resistant envelope approach in Step 3. 

The exposure levels in Table 7 can also be used on a smaller scale to get a sense of the 

exposure for particular faces of a building, or even for specific envelope elements, such as a 

window.  

 

Understanding the exposure in this manner can guide inspections of flashing details, the 

potential benefits of having greater overhangs installed, etc.  
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The wind exposure conditions in Table 7 are explained as follows:  

 A no-shielding (or open) site receives little or no protection from surrounding 

buildings and natural obstructions to wind flow (such as grassy fields or waterfront 

exposure).  

 A partial-shielding site receives protection from typical suburban development, 

including surroundings of homes, and natural and man-made landscaping, such 

as interspersed trees of similar or greater height than the buildings.  

 A full-shielding site receives significant protection from surrounding dense 

development (more than four homes per acre) and/or closely spaced trees (e.g., 

generally more than 15 to 20 large trees per acre) extending for a horizontal 

distance of at least 10 building-heights from the building. 
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STEP 3:  Weather-Resistant Envelope  

Based on the building exposure level determined in Step 2, a WRE approach may be 

selected and installed based on expectations of relative performance. Alternatively, other 

factors may be reconsidered in the building and site design to improve protection from 

rain, such as the use of larger overhangs to protect walls.  

 

 

 

The ratings used in Table 8 may be subject to adjustment by experience.  Relative 

performance is explained as follows:  

 good:  The WRE system is likely to meet or exceed acceptable performance 

expectations and has a low risk of failure during the likely service life, with a 

reasonable level of installation quality and maintenance.  

 fair:  The WRE system is considered adequate but may require careful attention  

to detailing, installation quality and maintenance. The wall has a tolerable risk of 

failure during the likely service life.  

 poor:  The WRE system has a relatively high risk of not meeting acceptable 

performance expectations. 

 

These ratings don’t take into account numerous other factors, including the variation in 

construction of various systems, the durability of cladding and other wall components, or 

the reliability of expected maintenance.  Therefore, the ratings may be subject to 

adjustment by experience. 
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Checking Windows and Doors 

 

    

 

Checking Window and Door Components  

 

The three major window and door frame types used in conventional residential construction 

are wood, vinyl and aluminum. Windows and doors can be key contributors to water 

penetration in walls from either flashing failures around these components or characteristics 

of the components themselves. This section discusses the features of window and door 

components that may reduce leakage and related moisture problems. Without careful 

installation of window and door components, it should be assumed that they will leak some 

amount of water into the wall cavity.  

 

Simply relying on window and door products that are labeled according to standard test 

methods does not necessarily guarantee that water leakage will not occur through their 

frames into walls.  Frames that rely on seals and sealants at internal and exposed joints will 

eventually leak water, as these joints fail over time. The life expectancy of window and door 

units may vary widely, from 10 to 50+ years, depending on unit type and materials, 

exposure, maintenance, types of seals and sealants used at joints, and other factors. 

Frames that rely on ―welding‖ of joints rather than sealants will generally provide a longer 

moisture-resistant service life. 

 

 

Checking the Manufacturer’s Installation Guidelines 

 

Many performance problems with windows and doors are related to installation issues. 

Installation directions included with window and door units should be followed carefully. 

Home inspectors are not required to confirm compliance with a manufacturer’s 

recommendations.  However, knowing the general guidelines and techniques for proper 

installation of windows and doors will assist the inspector in recognizing installation 

problems that may promote moisture intrusion. 

Many units have weeps that allow water to discharge from the unit. These weeps should be 

free from construction debris and appropriately arranged relative to siding and flashing to 

drain water away from the wall.  
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In the absence of relevant installation details for a specific application and combination of 

exterior envelope materials, the manufacturer should be consulted. In addition, industry-

standard installation guidelines may be consulted, such as ASTM E2112-01. 

 

 

  

Field-Test Repetitive Installations on Large Projects  

 

Field testing is far beyond the scope of a typical home inspection.  However, understanding 

field testing can be valuable for an inspector who may be diagnosing moisture intrusion 

problems.  Field testing of window and door products and their actual installation is one of 

the best ways to assess water-resistance. The tests may involve a simple water spray test 

using a garden hose, or using a standard field-test method, such as the ASTM E1105-00, 

known as ―Field Determination of Water Penetration of Installed Exterior Curtain Walls and 

Doors by Uniform or Cyclic Static Air Pressure Difference.‖  If a simple hose spray test is 

used, keep in mind that the test should mimic realistic rainfall conditions or the results 

won’t be very meaningful. The more stringent ASTM field test is perhaps only justified on 

production home installation details that will be used repetitively. Mock-ups of details may 

also be used for this purpose (see ASTM E2099-00 in References). General guidance for 

evaluating water leakage problems, as well as commissioning of building envelopes, is also 

available (see ASTM E2128-01a and ASTM E241-00 in References). 

 

 

Inspectors Should Know How Windows and Doors Manage Water  

 

There are marked differences in how window and door units manage water. Under wind-

driven rain conditions, water will penetrate window frame crevices and seals between the 

sash and the frame. Under severe conditions, this water may even be forced through the 

window joints into the interior side of the window. Windows that perform best have 

adequate clearances between the sashes and frame to allow water to freely drain, rather 

than becoming trapped. A minimum gap of about 1/4-inch is recommended to prevent 

capillary action from holding moisture in locations where it can be driven by wind-pressure 

differentials past seals and through frame joints. In addition, high-performance windows 

have a system for weeping intruded water that acts much like a rainscreen wall system. In 

severe wind-driven rain conditions (such as high-exposure conditions), such high-

performance window and door systems should be preferred for the same reasons that cavity 

and rainscreen WRE systems are preferred. The recommendations above detailing window 

and door frames can generally be checked by inspecting the manufacturer’s technical 

specifications showing a cross-section of the unit, including dimensions, seals, thermal 

breaks (if included), and other factors that may create leakage paths, such as corner frame 

joints and mulled joints in a multiple window assembly (see Figure 16).  
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What are "Third-Party Certified" Products? 

 

The level of performance and certification of window and door components varies a great 

deal. You typically get what you pay for.  Current building codes generally require that 

window and glass door products comply with the 101/I.S.2/NAFS-02 Standard, as verified 

and labeled by an independent certification agency and laboratory. Furthermore, products 

that do not fall within the scope of that standard are required to be at least tested in 

accordance with ASTM E330 for water- and wind-pressure resistance. Unfortunately, these 

standards do not necessarily require periodic sampling of production units, and 

manufacturers' quality control may vary.  The use of third-party certified products, however, 

should reduce the likelihood of receiving substandard components. Various entities provide 

window and door certification and labeling services, such as the American Architectural 

Manufacturers Association (AAMA), and the Window and Door Manufacturers Association 

(WDMA).  

 

 

Wind-Pressure and Impact-Resistance Ratings  

 

Glazing in windows and doors should meet the requirements for wind-pressure loading. 

Wind pressure requirements are found in the local building code for the wind region (for 

design wind speed) corresponding to the house's location. Product labeling and certification 

should indicate the appropriate wind-pressure rating. In areas that are identified as "wind-

borne debris regions" (including hurricane-prone coastal areas), the local building code may 

also require the use of wind-borne debris protection (such as shutters), or impact-resistant 

glazing. Such units are required to comply with ASTM E1886 and ASTM E1996 standards, 

which also should be indicated on product labeling and certifications. In many cases, field-

supplied structural wood panel coverings with a suitable attachment method are acceptable. 

Impact-rated shutter systems, both manual and automatic, are also available.  
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Flashing of Wall Components 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Flashing of Wall Components and Moisture Problems 

 

Water penetration and accumulation in walls are most commonly associated with flashing 

and detailing problems around windows, doors and other penetrations through the weather-

resistant wall envelope. This section provides recommended flashing details for common 

applications in residential construction. These points are intended to enhance the inspector's 

knowledge and to help fulfill the basic objective for flashing of the weather-resistant wall 

envelope, as found in the 2006 IRC:  

 

R703.8 Flashing. Approved corrosion-resistive flashing shall be provided in the 

exterior wall envelope in such a manner as to prevent entry of water into the wall 

cavity, or penetration of water to the building structural framing components. The 

flashing shall extend to the surface of the exterior wall finish.  Approved corrosion-

resistant flashings shall be installed at all of the following locations:  

1. exterior window and door openings:  Flashing at exterior window and door  

    openings shall extend to the surface of the exterior wall finish or to the  

    water-resistive barrier for subsequent drainage;  

 

2. at the intersection of chimneys or other masonry construction with frame  

    or stucco walls, with projecting lips on both sides under stucco copings;  

 

3. under and at the ends of masonry, wood or metal copings and sills;   

 

4. continuously above all projecting wood trim;  

 

5. where exterior porches, decks or stairs attach to a wall or floor assembly of  

    wood-frame construction;  

 

6. at wall and roof intersections; and  

 

7. at built-in gutters.  
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Understanding and Inspecting Flashing Details for Windows, Doors and Ledgers 

 

In Figures 17 through 22, some typical yet very important flashing details are provided as 

general models for correct installation techniques. These are not presented as the only 

solutions to flashing -- because there are certainly many other viable solutions -- but as 

examples of workable approaches to protecting shell penetrations from water intrusion.  

 

Flashing details for windows and deck ledgers are essential for preventing water damage to 

wall assemblies. The kick-out flashing detail depicted earlier is important to protect against 

water intrusion. A variety of manufactured window sill and door threshold flashing 

components (such as pre-molded pan flashings) are also available in lieu of site-built 

flashing components featured in this section. These components are used to expel any 

water leakage at the base of windows and doors.  Recommendations that address different 

building conditions can be found in the Energy and Environmental Building Association’s 

(EEBA) Water Management Guide, and various other industry resources (see References).  

 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

 

Figures 17 and 18 illustrate window flashing details that can be used depending on when 

the windows are installed relative to the envelope's weather barrier (housewrap or building 

paper).  

 

In Figure 19, the enhanced flashing details at the jamb and the sill are designed to provide 

enhanced protection against water intrusion in more severe weather conditions. 
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Checking Caulks and Sealants 

   

  

 

Inspection of Caulks and Sealants  

 

In the construction of the weather-resistant envelope (WRE) system, there will be joints and 

seams that require or at least benefit from the appropriate use and maintenance of caulks 

and sealants. In the absence of guidelines for specification and application of caulk and 

sealants in model building codes, this section provides valuable information for inspectors 

regarding their use. Where caulk is required by a manufacturer's installation instructions, 

the specified caulk materials and methods should be followed carefully by the installer and 

then checked by the inspector.  

In general, caulks and sealants should not be relied on as the primary defense against 

water intrusion at joints in a WRE system. Flashing is preferred wherever feasible, even 

when caulk is additionally used. Standard-quality caulk and application practices, combined 

with the shrinkage and swelling of the building's components, usually result in the onset of 

gradual failure of the watertight seal within a few years.  

For face-sealed WRE systems, the appropriate sealant specification and installation are 

critical.  Manufacturers’ recommendations for cladding and sealant should have been 

followed when the window was installed.  The recommendations should specify window and 

door components (drainage features and frame materials) that are compatible with face-

sealed WRE applications, as well as the specified caulk.  For example, welded-seam 

aluminum window frames with exterior drainage and internal pressure-equalization features 

are commonly used in commercial building applications with face-sealed WRE systems.  
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Checking for Appropriate Sealants  

 

Some general information regarding the type of caulks and sealants is provided in Table 9 

on the following page, including longevity, the best uses, and the appropriate types of joints 

for given sealants. With proper adherence to the manufacturers’ instructions, particularly 

with respect to surface preparation, high-quality caulks and sealants can be made to endure 

for a reasonable length of time between maintenance and replacement -- up to five years, 

or considerably longer when not severely exposed. Silicone rubber and urethane caulks 

generally give the best overall performance for applications to exterior building envelopes. 

For bath and shower applications, mildew-resistant silicone caulks are also available.  

 

Caulks and sealants should be stored in a warm environment and should not be stored for 

more than a couple of years before use. A high-quality caulk installation requires 

appropriate ambient temperature, dry and clean surfaces, and an adequate joint gap to 

allow the caulk to act elastically without pulling loose from the two caulked parts. In 

addition, foam backer rod or bond-breaker tape may be installed to create an appropriate 

caulk joint profile for adhesion, flexibility and durability. The References section contains 

several resources with detailed guidance on creating well-sealed joints.  Inspection of 

caulking is strongly recommended.  
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Table 9:  Caulk Characteristics and Application Recommendations 
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Moisture-Resistant Foundations 

 

Checking the Site and Foundation  

 

A building site (the grounds surrounding the structure) is a vital factor in providing for a 

moisture-resistant home. Assessing the moisture and drainage conditions at a home is 

perhaps the first and most important step in inspecting for a moisture-resistant foundation. 

Building foundations should be located on sites in a manner that prevents moisture 

problems by providing for adequate drainage of on- and off-site surface water flows, 

including roof water runoff.  Groundwater conditions should also be considered during an 

inspection of a home with moisture-related problems. The foundation type, foundation 

elevations, and foundation moisture-resistant detailing are related factors that are 

dependent on a number of site characteristics.  

 

Many sites are considered ―normal‖ and fall within standard conditions addressed in the 

residential building code. However, the use of marginal sites -- which is becoming more 

common -- without the proper site design can result in costly mistakes, such as foundation, 

structural and moisture problems.  Appropriate foundation elevations and drainage patterns 

for the site should be considered. 

 

 

Check the Site’s Drainage  

 

When a house is built, a site plan should be developed to do more than just locate the 

building and utilities, and demonstrate compliance with setbacks and other zoning 

requirements. The site plan should also account for a drainage plan that indicates the slope 

of land and drainage patterns that convey surface waters from the building site. For sites 

that generally provide natural drainage away from the building’s location, the main concern 

is establishing an appropriate foundation elevation to maintain drainage immediately 

adjacent to the foundation.  

 

Model building standards typically require a minimum of 6 inches of fall in ground level over 

a distance of 10 feet from the perimeter of the building. Providing for additional slope is a 

good method to offset future settlement of foundation backfill next to the building, unless 

the soil is moderately compacted or tamped during the backfill process.  
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Conditions that warrant careful consideration by an inspector on any site include:  

 high local water table (within 4 to 8 feet of the lowest proposed foundation 

floor/grade level);  

 natural depressions that collect or channel on- and off-site flows;  

 springs or wet areas on site;  

 soft or loose soils, indicative of poor bearing capacity;  

 development that will result in more than 10% to 20% of impervious area coverage 

on the site;  

 steep slopes (greater than 25%) that may be unstable or easily eroded;  

 signs of existing erosion (gullies, slope failures, etc.);  

 sensitive areas that may be impacted by proposed development, such as natural 

streams, wetlands or other features;  

 off-site surface water flows directed onto and across the proposed site;  

 inadequate building offset from adjacent steep slopes that generate increased 

surface water runoff.  A minimum offset of 15 feet from the toe of a 1:3 or 33% or 

greater slope is generally recommended, but special conditions may warrant a 

greater or lesser amount of offset; and   

 100-year floodplain located on site or near the building’s location.   

 

Poor site drainage of surface water is perhaps the most important contributor to foundation 

moisture problems. Thus, the factors listed above should be considered during an 

inspection.  

 

Wetness of the site, soil-bearing conditions, and slope of the site are key factors in making 

a decision on whether to build and how to build the house.  When poor site conditions exist, 

they can often be overcome technically, provided there are no land-use restrictions.  
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However, the added cost of design and non-conventional foundation construction (such as 

an elevated foundation and/or special drainage features) should be considered important 

aspects of the expense of building a house. It is usually very costly to correct site drainage 

problems and foundation moisture issues after the fact.  Therefore, the inspector must be 

very careful as to what recommendations s/he makes about a site with poor drainage. 

 

 

Further Evaluation of the Site by a Professional 

 

Fortunately, a site’s potential for moisture problems can be screened relatively quickly by:  

 interviewing adjacent and/or previous property owners;  

 conducting a site exploration, including shallow soil borings (to assess soil-bearing 

strength), and water table assessment to several feet below the proposed foundation 

depths; 

 understanding the history of local foundation practices used in the vicinity of the 

proposed site;  

 reviewing publicly available soil survey reports published by the USDA's Natural 

Resources Conservation Service (formerly known as the Soil Conservation Service).  

These reports from the Soil Data Mart (http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov/) are 

published for most counties and address soil characteristics and provide general 

land-use recommendations;  

 reviewing local topography for drainage patterns (such as USGS topographical maps, 

available for free on www.topozone.com); and 

 observing the site during or immediately following a significant rainfall event that 

produces excess rainfall.  

 

 

 

If any initial screening observations indicate the potential existence of site conditions 

mentioned previously, the site should be more carefully investigated by a geotechnical 

engineer or other qualified professional familiar with local building practices and ground 

conditions. The foundation plan should be based on the results of the findings. For a site 

considered to be normal (absent of such conditions), minimum foundation moisture-

resistant practices in modern building codes are usually adequate. The best practices 

featured later in this section provide enhanced performance in comparison to minimum-

accepted practices for foundation design.  

 

http://www.topozone.com/
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Inspecting the Basement Foundation 

Moisture problems are frequently found in the basement of a home or building. Even in 

some of the driest of site conditions, foundations are continually exposed to moisture vapor 

from the ground. When basements are used inappropriately on sites with high groundwater, 

or in areas with intermittent periods of higher ground moisture levels due to rainfall and 

water table fluctuations, they are frequently exposed to bulk water. Therefore, foundations 

must be detailed to deal with the potential for water leakage through cracks and joints, 

capillary movement of water through foundation materials, vapor transmission of moisture 

through foundation materials, and condensation of moist air on cool foundation surfaces. 

The degree of protection required for any given site and selected foundation type is 

primarily a judgment call by the inspector in determining whether it meets or exceeds 

minimum building code requirements. The building standards and recommendations in this 

section are intended to teach enhanced moisture-resistance techniques. The 

recommendations are collectively applied in Figure 24. Interior finishing and insulation of 

basement walls are addressed in later in this section.  

 

Foundations that create below-ground spaces on wet sites are of particular concern.  During 

an inspection, an inspector may find evidence of attempts to remedy moisture problems by 

painstaking waterproofing efforts that may ultimately have a shorter life than the building. 

As a rule of thumb, moisture protection of foundations by the owner or builder should err on 

the conservative side when there is reasonable doubt as to the moisture conditions on site. 

The moisture-resistant practices presented in this manual are for the inspector to use as a 

resource. They can be used for consideration during the construction of a building. They are 

quite inexpensive compared to the cost of correcting moisture problems after construction is 

completed. They also reduce the risk of moisture problems in other parts of the building by 

protecting a prominent entry point for moisture:  the foundation.  

 

 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

 

Figure 24 and the following sections highlight details for moisture-resistant basement 

foundations that inspectors can look for during an inspection.  These details can be used in 

diagnosing moisture-related problems that may be discovered.  Most of these details will not 

be readily visible to a home inspector during an inspection of an existing structure, but may 

be observable during the construction phase when the building materials and components 

are exposed and open for inspection. 
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Inspection of Drainage Slopes and Understanding Backfill 

 

Proper grading to provide positive flow of surface water and roof water runoff (or gutter 

discharge) is one of the simplest and most important features to provide on a building site. 

When possible, the minimum 6-inch fall in finish grade over a distance of 10 feet from the 

building (minimum 5% slope) should be exceeded and extended. This is particularly 

important if backfill practices are not reasonably controlled to prevent settlement. On very 

flat sites, this may require mounding of the foundation pad, and coordination of appropriate 

foundation elevations to promote drainage. On sloped sites, excavation and grading in the 

up-slope direction must provide for sufficient drainage away from the building perimeter and 

against the direction of natural water flow on the site. For sites with very steep slopes, this 

may require the use of a retaining wall at the toe of a steep slope. 
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Backfill soil should be placed in a manner that prevents settlement and potential surface-

water flow toward the foundation. This may require that backfill soil be placed in 6- to 8-

inch layers or lifts, and then compacted with light-construction equipment, or tamped to 

prevent settlement over time. A heavy compaction effort (typical for commercial building or 

roadway construction) should not be promoted, as this may damage typical residential 

foundation walls. The goal is to compact sufficiently to prevent future settlement from the 

process of natural consolidation of loosely placed soil. In addition, backfill should not be 

placed without first installing the floor system (or temporary bracing) to support the 

foundation walls. 

 

Finally, the upper layers of the backfill should be of moderate, low-permeability soil (e.g., 

with some clay content) to help reduce the direct infiltration of rainwater adjacent to the 

foundation. Where only pervious soils are available for backfill, the slope of grade away 

from the perimeter of the foundation should be increased, or an impervious ―skirt‖ of 6-mil 

polyethylene may be placed about 12 inches below grade.  

 

 

Good Backfill  

It is notoriously difficult to control grading and backfilling operations in typical residential 

construction. On many sites, the common practice is to place the backfill with the least 

amount of effort required to merely fill the hole.  Proper backfill practices and grading will 

ensure that the foundation remains dry to a greater degree than all the other 

recommendations here.  

 

 

Understanding Foundation Drainage Systems  

Foundation drainage serves a number of roles. First, it removes free water from the 

foundation’s perimeter, which reduces the lateral (sideways) load on the foundation wall. It 

also lowers the groundwater level in the vicinity of the building's footprint, should it become 

elevated above the basement floor level during a particularly wet season or year. 

Remember that basements should not be used where groundwater levels are near the 

basement's floor level.    

 

Current model building codes require that drains be provided around all foundations that 

enclose habitable space (such as basements). However, exceptions are made for soils that 

are naturally well-draining. Unless a site-specific soil investigation is done, or extensive local 

experience confirms that groundwater levels are consistently deep, soils should not be 

assumed to be well-draining.  
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Where the foundation drainage system cannot be drained to daylight by gravity, a sump and 

pump must be used to collect the water and discharge it to a suitable outfall (such as a rock 

pad and swale) a safe distance away from the building foundation. Furthermore, use of a 

drainage layer underneath the entire basement floor slab, coupled with weeps to a drainage 

system around the outside perimeter of the foundation, may be a more effective way to 

eradicate conditions where potential for high groundwater levels near the basement floor’s 

elevation may exist. Experience has shown that trying to seal moisture out of a foundation 

is not nearly as effective as diverting the moisture with a drainage system before it gets 

inside the living space.  

 

 

Waterproofing and Damp-Proofing  

 

The terms ―waterproofing‖ and ―damp-proofing‖ both relate to moisture protection.  

However, they are often misapplied and incorrectly used by inspectors.  The term 

―waterproofing‖ is often used when ―damp-proofing‖ is more appropriate.  Damp-proofing 

does not provide the same degree of moisture protection as does waterproofing.   

Model building codes typically require damp-proofing of foundation walls that retain earth 

and enclose interior spaces and floors below grade.  The damp-proofing shall be applied 

from the top of the footing to the finished grade.   
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Damp-proofing for masonry walls involves a Portland cement parging applied to the exterior 

of the wall.  The parging shall be damp-proofed using one of the following materials:      

 bituminous coating; 

 acrylic-modified cement; 

 surface-bonding cement; 

 a permitted waterproofing material; or 

 other approved methods or materials. 

The use of waterproofing measures is reserved for conditions where a high water table or 

other severe soil-water conditions are known to exist. Strictly speaking, "waterproof" does 

not mean "watertight" (as with a boat hull). It simply involves the application of a more 

impermeable membrane on the foundation wall.  With some exceptions, walls shall be 

waterproofed by one of the following methods: 

 2-ply hot-mopped felts; 

 55-pound roll roofing; 

 6-mil polyvinyl chloride (PVC); 

 6-mil polyethylene; 

 40-mil polymer-modified asphalt; 

 60-mil flexible polymer cement; 

 1/8-inch cement-based, fiber-reinforced waterproofing coating; or 

 60-mil, solvent-free, liquid-applied synthetic rubber. 

 

The waterproofing method is recommended as a best practice, especially if the basement is 

intended to be used for storage or living space. Waterproofing could involve the simple 

application of damp-proofing, plus a layer of 6-mil poly on the exterior below-grade portions 

of a basement’s foundation walls. Other single-ply or built-up membranes may also be used.  

 

Damp-proofing is the application of one or more coatings of impervious compounds that 

prevent the passage of water vapor through walls under slight pressure.   
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Waterproofing is the application of a combination of sealing materials and impervious 

coatings to prevent the passage of moisture in either a vapor or liquid form under conditions 

of significant hydrostatic pressure. 

 

 

Look for Foundation Cracks and Water 

 

It is important to realize that all concrete and masonry construction will develop cracks due 

to the effects of shrinkage.  As these cracks widen over time (usually due to small amounts 

of differential settlement in the soil supporting the foundation), the pathways for water 

intrusion through the foundation increase. Visible cracks may become a concern to 

homeowners even though these often have little relevance to the structural integrity of the 

foundation. The question becomes how to best control these cracks.  

 

The optimum location for reinforcement to control cracking and prevent differential 

settlement is at the top and bottom of the foundation wall in a horizontal direction. 

Horizontal reinforcing of this type should be considered, in addition to adhering to code-

required vertical reinforcement. By placing horizontal reinforcement, the wall acts as a deep 

beam, even after cracks initially form due to shrinkage during the concrete’s curing process. 

If the wall is adequately tied (or doweled to the footing), then the reinforcement in the 

bottom of the wall may be placed horizontally along the length of the footing. The 

reinforcement at the top of the wall is known in masonry construction as a bond beam. 

Alternatively, truss-type reinforcing wire may also be used between horizontal courses of 

masonry block.  

 

 

Epoxy Sealant for Masonry Cracks 

 

An epoxy sealant can be injected into cracks in masonry foundation walls.  Home inspectors 

often find cracks in poured concrete foundation walls.  Typically, these cracks are shrinkage 

cracks and not an indication of major structural problems.  The only problem other than the 

cosmetic appearance of shrinkage cracks in a poured concrete foundation wall is water 

penetration through those cracks.  Epoxy sealant is an easy and relatively inexpensive 

solution for this potential moisture problem.   

 

The process is simple.  First, the crack is cleaned and exposed, and maybe even enlarged in 

some areas.  A sealant is then applied over and along the crack.  It serves as a barrier for 

the injection material, and also holds the injection nozzles in place so that no drilling of the 

foundation is necessary.  The resin compound is a moisture-activated, flexible material that 

provides a permanent seal, even if there is future movement in the foundation.  Next, the 

epoxy is injected.  The epoxy is a two-part material consisting of resin and a hardener. 

When mixed, these liquids create a Super Glue®-like bond.  Injecting a crack with epoxy 

resin is ideal in cracks where there will be little or no movement in the foundation. 

 

Epoxy sealant can be applied at block foundation walls and at concrete floors of basements 

and garages. 
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Sealants for Through-Wall Penetrations  

 

Utility penetrations through foundation walls should be carefully sealed on the exterior face 

of the wall prior to placement of waterproofing materials and backfill. High-quality urethane 

caulks are most suitable for this application.  In addition, the wall construction should be 

inspected for penetrations due to voids or other problem areas (such as form ties) and 

appropriately repaired and sealed. 
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QUIZ  2 

 

1.  Roof system ventilation and insulation are important for a number of reasons: condensation  
     control; temperature control; energy efficiency; and prevention of chronic _____-dam  
     formation. 

water 

ice 

frost 

liquid 

 
2.  Roof __________ and projections provide a primary means of deflecting rainwater away from  
     building walls. 

overhangs 

trees and bushes 

large gutters 

awnings 

 
3.  A(n) ___________ is one layer of 15-pound asphalt felt applied over the studs or sheathing of  
     all exterior walls. 

water-resistive barrier 

liquid-applied sealant 

REW 

EIFS barrier wall 

 
4.  T/F:  Caulking of nail flanges (particularly at the window head and jambs) is critical to the  
              prevention of moisture intrusion around commonly used nail-flange windows. 

True 

False 

 
5.  T/F:   A drained-cavity WRE relies on deflection, drainage and drying to protect the wall from  
              moisture damage. 

True 

False 

 

(continued) 
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6.  _____________ at exterior window and door openings shall extend to the surface of the exterior  
     wall finish, or to the water-resistive barrier, for subsequent drainage. 

Flashing 

Sealant 

Fifteen-pound felt 

A 6-mil barrier 

 
7.  T/F:  Approved corrosion-resistant flashings shall be installed continuously above all  
             projecting wood trim. 

True 

False 

 
8.  T/F:  In general, caulks and sealants should be relied on as the primary means of defense  
              against water intrusion at joints in a WRE system. 

True 

False 

 
9.  T/F:  Silicone rubber and urethane caulks generally give the best overall performance for  
              exterior building envelope applications. 

True 

False 

 
10.  T/F:  Model building standards typically require a minimum of 6-inch of fall in ground level  
               over a distance of 10 feet from the perimeter of the building. 

True 

False 

 
11.  T/F:  A condition that is beyond the scope of an inspector's consideration on a building site  
                includes a high local water table (within 4 to 8 feet of the lowest proposed foundation  
                floor/grade level). 

True 

False 

 
12.  T/F:  Poor site drainage of surface water is perhaps the most important contributor to  
               a foundation’s moisture problems. 

True 

False 

 

(continued) 
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13.  The upper layers of a ________ should be of moderate, low-permeability soil (with some clay  
       content) to help reduce the direct infiltration of rainwater adjacent to the foundation. 

vinyl wallpaper 

stucco coating 

front-fill 

backfill 

 
14.  Generally speaking, current model building codes require that _______ be provided around all  
       foundations that enclose habitable space (such as basements). 

drains 

gutters 

spikes 

swales 

 
15.  Model building codes typically require ________ of foundation walls that retain earth and  
       enclose interior spaces and floors below grade. 

damp-proofing 

sealing 

coating 

waterproofing 

 
16.  ________ is the application of a combination of sealing materials and impervious coatings to  
      prevent the passage of moisture in either a vapor or liquid form under conditions of significant  
      hydrostatic pressure. 

Damp-proofing 

Waterproofing 

Draining 

Water-stacking 

 
17.  A(n) _______ sealant can be injected into cracks of masonry foundation walls to stop water  
       intrusion. 

epoxy 

acrylic 

good 

gray-colored 

 

Answer Key is on the next page. 
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Answer Key to Quiz 2 

 

1.  Roof system ventilation and insulation are important for a number of reasons: condensation control;  
     temperature control; energy efficiency; and prevention of chronic ice-dam formation. 

2.  Roof overhangs and projections provide a primary means of deflecting rainwater away from building  
     walls. 

3.  A  water-resistive barrier is one layer of 15-pound asphalt felt applied over the studs or sheathing of   
     all exterior walls. 

4.  T/F: Caulking of nail flanges (particularly at the window head and jambs) is critical to the prevention   
      of moisture intrusion around commonly used nail-flange windows.                              Answer:  True 

5.  T/F: A drained-cavity WRE relies on deflection, drainage and drying to protect the wall from moisture  
     damage.                                                                                                                         Answer:  True 

6.  Flashing at exterior window and door openings shall extend to the surface of the exterior wall finish,   
     or to the water-resistive barrier, for subsequent drainage.  

7.  T/F: Approved corrosion-resistant flashings shall be installed continuously above all projecting wood  
     trim.                                                                                                                                 Answer:  True 

8.  T/F:  In general, caulks and sealants should be relied on as the primary means of defense against  
     water intrusion at joints in a WRE system.                                                                      Answer:  False 

9.  T/F:  Silicone rubber and urethane caulks generally give the best overall performance for exterior  
      building envelope applications.                                                                                      Answer:  True 

10.  T/F:  Model building standards typically require a minimum of 6-inch of fall in ground level over a  
       distance of 10 feet from the perimeter of the building.                                                  Answer:  True 

11.  T/F:  A condition that is beyond the scope of an inspector's consideration on a building site includes   
       a high local water table (within 4 to 8 feet of the lowest proposed foundation floor/grade level). 
       Answer:  False 

12.  T/F: Poor site drainage of surface water is perhaps the most important contributor to a foundation’s  
       moisture problems.                                                                                                        Answer:  True  

13.  The upper layers of a backfill should be of moderate, low-permeability soil (with some clay content)   
       to help reduce the direct infiltration of rainwater adjacent to the foundation. 

14.  Generally speaking, current model building codes require that drains be provided around all  
       foundations that enclose habitable space (such as basements).  

15.  Model building codes typically require damp-proofing of foundation walls that retain earth and  
       enclose interior spaces and floors below grade. 

16.  Waterproofing is the application of a combination of sealing materials and impervious coatings to  
       prevent the passage of moisture in either a vapor or liquid form under conditions of significant  
       hydrostatic pressure.  

17.  A(n) epoxy sealant can be injected into cracks of masonry foundation walls to stop water intrusion. 
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Basement Wall Insulation 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Basement wall finishes are exposed to a unique environment in terms of moisture concerns. 

The foremost concern is exterior moisture. This section focuses on the use of insulation, 

vapor barriers, and air-leakage sealing practices to construct finished basement areas.  

 

The approaches for insulating and finishing basement spaces vary, depending on whether 

you’re dealing with new or existing construction, and whether a basement is being only 

insulated but not finished. Existing basements obviously have limited options for using 

exterior foundation insulation. And some interior insulation approaches using foam that  

offer good moisture performance also require covering with a fire-resistant layer, such as 

gypsum, so they’re a good choice for a finished basement, but not effective for only 

insulating an unfinished area.  

 

Strategies on basement finishing differ among various experts in the industry.  Any 

successful basement finish design requires that exterior waterproofing, relative-humidity 

control in the basement, and air-sealing are all properly addressed.  

 

Because inspectors work in both new and existing construction, the approach shown for 

basement insulating and finishing concentrates on interior insulation systems. Note that 

exterior insulation strategies using foam insulation panels on the outside of the foundation 

wall are also viable options for new construction, as these panels provide a moisture-

tolerant insulation layer on the outside of the wall. This insulation layer moderates the 

temperature of the inside wall surface, and can also be integrated with exterior water- or 

damp-proofing.  However, this approach requires shifting the house structure outward such 

that the sill plate overlaps the upper edge of the foundation insulation, protecting exterior 

insulation during construction, and providing long-term protection for the exposed 

insulation.  
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This illustration (above) depicts a concrete foundation wall with exterior insulation. The 

above-grade wood frame wall is constructed of 2x6s which overhang the foundation wall. 

The overhang can be up to 2 inches, but additional rigid insulation can be added that 

extends over the entire wall assembly. Another minor difference is that this figure shows  

a sand layer beneath the floor slab. 

For interior insulation systems, the approaches offered are illustrated in Figure 25. While 

this type of basement finish construction may be more commonly found in commercial 

applications for below-ground space, the concept is relatively new for residential 

construction as a best practice. Therefore, this strategy is included here primarily for 

consideration where traditional practices (e.g., the use of a warm-in-winter vapor retarder 

on the inside of the finish wall system) have resulted in moisture problems, and a wall 

system that dries toward the interior is desired. This technique, as well as traditional 

basement finish practices, is not intended to compensate for inadequate waterproofing, 

foundation drainage, indoor relative-humidity control, or air-leakage control.  
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Understanding How Basement Insulation and Finishes Should Dry to the Interior  

 

Low-permeability and continuous vapor retarders on the interior side of basement finishes, 

such as polyethylene sheeting and vinyl wallpaper, should be avoided because they tend to 

trap moisture vapor moving through the foundation wall and slow the drying process for 

new foundations. Therefore, unfaced fiberglass batt insulation and permeable paint finishes 

on gypsum wallboard are preferred on basement finished-wall assemblies. Other proprietary 

basement finish systems using products such as rigid fiberglass insulating boards have also 

performed well in testing and use. However, the use of certified installers may be required 

by the manufacturer.  

 

 

Finding Semi-Permeable Rigid Foam Insulation Between the Foundation Wall and  

Finish-Wall Assembly  

 

The use of rigid foam creates a buffer of moisture-resistant material between the finish-wall 

materials and the basement foundation wall. Because below-grade portions of the 

foundation wall must be able to dry to the interior, semi-permeable, rigid-foam insulating 

sheathing products, such as EPS or XPS, should be used. Since product-permeability levels 

vary by manufacturer, the product specifications of the perm rating for the required 

thickness should greater than 1 perm.  

 

 

 

Joints in the foam sheathings should be taped and sealed. If additional insulation is required 

or desired, a frame wall may be built and cavity insulation installed, as shown in Figure 25.  

 

 

Check for Warm, Humid Indoor Basement Air Leaking Through the Finish  

 

To prevent humid interior basement air from leaking into the finished-wall assembly and 

then condensing, the interior side of the assembly should be sealed against air leakage. The 

ideal approach uses the gypsum wallboard as an air barrier, and requires sealing any 

penetrations through or leaks around the panels. Air-sealing of ceiling penetrations in the 

basement should also be addressed. This approach is called the "airtight drywall approach." 

Also, joints in the foam insulation should be taped and sealed.  
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Check for Moisture at the Bottom of the Basement's Finished Walls  

 

Gypsum wallboard, wood trim and wood framing will wick moisture from the slab. In 

addition, the slab will tend to cool materials that it is in contact with, creating higher surface 

humidity levels that may support mold growth. Therefore, finishes and baseboard trim 

should be held up about 1/2-inch from the slab surface. This gap could be sealed with caulk 

or sealant to prevent air leakage from indoors into the wall assembly.  In addition, a thin 

foam-plastic sill sealer may be used underneath the finished wall's bottom plate for added 

moisture protection.  During the inspection of the basement, check the bottom of the 

finished wall for moisture. 
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Slab-on-Grade Construction 

 

 

 

Let’s learn about moisture and slab-on-grade foundation construction.  Slab-on-grade 

construction includes thickened-edge or monolithic slab foundation construction. Given their 

similarity, concrete or masonry stem-wall foundations with an independent above-grade 

slab floor will be discussed.  Moisture-resistant installations are summarized in Figure 26.  

They are relatively simple in comparison to the requirements for basement construction; 

however, many of the same principles apply. Slabs below the outside ground level, as with 

partial or full-basement construction, should be built in accordance with basement 

foundation recommendations.  Moisture-resistant concrete floor finishes are also addressed.  

 

Slab-on-grade construction is most suitable for relatively flat sites. However, for sites that 

are low-lying and flat, surface-water ponding may occur seasonally or with rainfall events.  

On those types of sites, a crawlspace may be found.  Appropriate moisture-resistant site 

design and foundation installation should be checked during an inspection.  In mixed and 

cold climates, pay careful attention to the slab edge or foundation perimeter insulation to 

determine whether they avoid thermal bridges, which can cause cold slab surfaces and 

condensation. As mentioned before, a typical home inspection will not necessarily go into 

great detail about site design and the builder’s methods and practices in relation to 

moisture-resistant foundations.  However, a good understanding of the best practices for 

moisture-resistant construction will greatly improve the inspector’s ability to search for and 

diagnose moisture problems.   

 

 

Is the Foundation Pad on a Mound with Clearance? 

 

The elevation of a slab-on-grade foundation (a thickened-edge slab or independent slab and 

stem-wall foundation) should be a minimum of 8 inches above the exterior finish grade.  
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In areas with heavy rainfall, clearances greater than 8 inches or other rain-control 

measures, such as back-vented cladding with an ice and water shield 18 inches up the wall, 

may be more desirable. The foundation elevation to achieve this effect must be coordinated 

with the site plan. In particular, topsoil must be removed and the foundation pad must be 

built up with suitable (compactible) structural fill material, as required. Fills of more than 12 

inches thick are generally required to be engineered. As a simple test, the slab foundation 

pad should be able to support a loaded dump truck with minimal depression from the wheel 

load (1/2-inch or less). With a properly mounded slab and site grading, surface water will 

drain away and minimize the moisture load around and beneath the slab.  

 

 

The Required Vapor Retarder with a Capillary Break Beneath It  

 

A vapor barrier (6-mil poly or equal) or approved vapor retarder is generally required below 

any slab intended as a floor for habitable space.  The joints should be lapped not less than 6 

inches.  It should be placed in direct contact with the underside of the concrete slab. The 

vapor barrier will prevent moisture vapor from adding to the building's interior moisture 

load, and also serves as a break to the capillary movement of moisture.  

 

A capillary-break layer -- generally, 4 inches of clean graded sand, gravel, crushed stone or 

crushed blast-furnace slag -- further prevents bulk soil moisture from wicking up to the 

bottom of the slab. Building codes typically require a capillary layer below the slab, and this 

should be provided under the vapor barrier so that water cannot be trapped in a gravel 

layer between the vapor barrier and the slab. The vapor barrier will help to cure the 

concrete properly if it is properly damp-cured on the top surface by preventing exposure to 

excessive drying conditions, and if excessive water in the concrete mix is avoided. If 

workability of the concrete is a concern, use a mix designed with additives, such as 

plasticizers, which will eliminate the need for additional water.  
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Cracks in the Slab and Moisture Problems 

 

Concrete will crack as a normal outcome of the curing process. Cracking can be worsened if 

uneven bearing conditions, such as un-compacted fill areas, exist under the slab.  

 

The use of welded-wire fabric reinforcement provides a means of controlling the severity of 

cracking. While fiber-reinforced concrete may also provide adequate crack control, the 

introduction of fibers may tend to decrease the workability of wet concrete. Therefore, 

the appropriate concrete-mix design and placement should be considered with the use of 

fiber-reinforced concrete to prevent problems created by use of additional water to improve 

workability.   

 

Excessive use of water for workability will tend to allow moisture to more readily penetrate 

the concrete slab, weaken the concrete, and lead to differential drying issues and cracking. 

Excessive cracking can allow additional moisture, as well as radon gas, to penetrate more 

easily through the slab.  

 

Concrete control joints may also be used to control random cracking by creating planned 

lines of weakness in the slab.  Shrinkage and curing cracks generally occur in any 

continuous length of concrete greater than about 12 feet.  

 

 

Rebar Reduces Cracking 

 

As with basement foundations and footings, the local building code may not require 

horizontal reinforcement of the thickened-edge footing of a monolithic slab on grade. The 

same applies to stem-wall and independent slab construction.  
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However, the information in this guide describes a minimum of a continuous #5 rebar 

located horizontally at the top and bottom of the thickened edge of a monolithic slab or 

stem wall. This allows the thickened slab-edge (the footing) to act as a moderately 

reinforced grade beam to reduce cracking from differential settlement. Concrete and 

masonry stem walls may be reinforced with horizontal reinforcement bars in a manner 

similar to that recommended for basement walls. For difficult site-soil conditions, such as 

expansive or weak soils, other types of concrete slab foundations may be required or 

advisable, such as mat foundations or post-tensioned slabs.  

 

 

Insulation on the Exterior Slab-on-Grade Foundations May Be Found 

 

Building codes allow foundation insulation to be placed in various locations at the perimeter 

of a slab-on-grade foundation.  Ideally, the best location for insulation in slab-on-grade 

foundations is on the vertical, outside face of the foundation. In this location, thermal 

bridges are minimized, energy efficiency is maximized, and the slab’s surface temperature  

is moderated to prevent the risk of condensation during cold weather. If slab-on-grade 

insulation is placed in a different location (such as on the inside face of the perimeter 

foundation wall), then care should be taken to create a continuous thermal break between 

the indoor portions of the slab and the exterior.  

 

When used, exterior foundation insulation must be protected from the elements at 

additional expense. One way a builder can reduce costs while using exterior-slab perimeter 

insulation is to use a frost-protected shallow foundation (see text box below). These 

foundations are found in North America.  They are most cost-effective in climates where 

required frost depths are substantially greater than 12 inches and foundation insulation 

requirements are more stringent. 

 

 

 

Slab-on-Grade Insulation and Finishes 

  

Like basement wall finishes, finishes on concrete floor slabs on grade are exposed to a 

unique environment due to direct ground contact. This section of the book teaches about 

what to look for when inspecting a moisture-resistant floor finish on a concrete slab on 

grade.  
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Moisture-Resistant Finishes May Be Installed  

 

From a moisture perspective, tile, terrazzo, stained decorative concrete, and other 

moisture-resistant finishes are ideal for slab-on-grade construction. These materials are 

resistant to flooding and other sources of moisture damage, and are typical in southern and 

hot and humid climates. In such cases, the primary concerns are limiting indoor humidity, 

providing a sub-slab vapor barrier directly below the concrete slab (such 6-mil 

polyethylene), and providing a capillary break (such as a 3- to 4-inch thick clean gravel 

layer).  

 

 

Slab Insulation Should Be Installed with Moisture-Sensitive Finishes  

 

Carpet and wood-based floor finishes should not be applied directly to slabs on grade unless 

the slab or finish surface temperature is raised near room temperature.  Moderated floor 

temperatures that can accommodate moisture-sensitive finishes can be achieved with sub-

slab or slab-surface insulation, as well as perimeter insulation, to prevent thermal short-

circuits in the slab. Where slab temperatures are chilled by cold, outdoor winter conditions, 

or cooled by ground temperatures during the spring and summer, surface condensation or 

high humidity may result in mold growth or condensation damage.  

 

 

Missing Slab Insulation 

 

Slabs that do not have a moisture-vapor barrier underneath often are not suitable for 

finished flooring in living spaces. This can be the case in both slab-on-grade foundations and 

for basement slabs.  Newer model building codes require a moisture vapor barrier (e.g., 6-

mil poly) underneath slab-on-grade floors serving living spaces. In the event that this 

requirement is not met in an existing slab on grade or basement slab, water vapor must be 

controlled from the top of the slab surface.  See Figure 27. 

 

 

Signs of Moisture Problems 

 

If a slab shows signs of a pre-existing moisture problem, such as dampness or 

condensation, salt deposition, or standing water, the issue should be addressed before 

moving ahead with finish flooring. Once any pre-existing moisture issues with the slab are 

addressed, a floor-finish assembly that can accommodate a small amount of upward 

moisture flow can be installed. One viable approach involves the use of a rigid, semi-

permeable insulating sheathing (greater than 1 perm), such as extruded polystyrene on top 

of the slab, with 12- to 16-inch on-center furring above the foam, followed by a layer 

of tongue-and-groove plywood for the subfloor. The finish flooring above the plywood 

should be a breathable finish, so impermeable materials, such as vinyl flooring, should be 

avoided. With this type of assembly installed, a relatively dry slab without a sub-slab layer 

of poly can be finished and designed to accommodate a limited amount of moisture that 

dries upward (see bottom detail in Figure 27).  
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Crawlspaces and Moisture 

 

The top causes of moisture problems in crawlspaces include poor site drainage, lack of a 

ground vapor barrier, and crawlspace ventilation during humid summer conditions. 

Crawlspace moisture damage and mold formation can be caused by any one of these issues. 

Therefore, they must be addressed for moisture-resistant crawlspace foundations.  

 

Crawlspace construction should ideally result in an interior crawlspace ground surface that  

is at or above the exterior finish grade.  That is not often the case.  Extra attention is 

required for foundation drainage for crawlspaces below the exterior finish grade. Also, 

venting crawlspaces in humid conditions can result in condensation of warm, moist air on 

cool surfaces in the crawlspace, including ductwork, and the underside of floor framing. In 

very humid conditions, this can lead to water accumulation, wet insulation, material 

degradation, and mold.  
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Check for Ground Cover at the Crawlspace  

 

As a best practice, all exposed earth (dirt) on a crawlspace floor should be covered by a 

vapor retarder in the form of a minimum 6-mil layer of polyethylene sheeting.  The joints of 

the vapor retarder should overlap 6 inches and should be sealed or taped.  The edges 

should extend at least 6 inches up the wall and should be secured and sealed to the walls 

and to all penetrations in the sheeting with tape or adhesive. This is a simple measure that 

helps to control ground moisture effectively.  If the ground cover initially installed is 

damaged during the construction process, an additional layer should be added, or damaged 

sections should be patched and sealed.  

 

 

Check Drainage and Damp-Proofing for Crawlspaces Below the Exterior Grade  

If the crawlspace elevation is below the exterior finish grade, foundation drainage and 

foundation wall damp-proofing (such as bituminous coating on the below-grade exterior face 

of the crawlspace's foundation wall) should be provided in a fashion similar to that required 

for basements. Crawlspaces of this type should use the damp-proofing and the exterior 

drainage system noted in Figure 24 for basements.   

 

 

Evaluate Vented and Non-Vented Crawlspaces   

There are essentially two choices for ventilation of crawlspaces. The first follows 

conventional ventilation practices, and the second follows a non-vented crawlspace design 

strategy. Traditional crawlspace ventilation requirements call for a minimum net area for the 

openings that are at least 1 square foot for each 150 square feet of under-floor space area.  

The ventilation openings can be reduced from 1:150 to 1:1,500 where the earth/ground 

surface is covered by a Class I vapor retarder (0.1 perm or less) and the ventilation 

openings are installed. 

Vents should be placed on at least two opposing sides of the foundation and as close as 

practical to the corners of the foundation, and as high as possible on the foundation walls. 

This method is very well-established, but the inspector should refer to the locally applicable 

building code before recording evaluations.  

 

A second option reflects mounting evidence, as well as recognition of recent model building 

codes, that non-vented crawlspaces are an acceptable method of crawlspace foundation 

construction. The method is particularly suitable for hot and humid climates where 

ventilating with outdoor air actually adds moisture to the crawlspace during much of the 

year, and should be considered as an option in other climates. However, there’s more to it 

than simply taking out the vents.  

 

The following factors should be known by the inspector when inspecting an unvented 

crawlspace:  

 functional exterior grading and site drainage;  

 air leakage between the outdoors and the crawlspace area (mainly at the top of the 

foundation wall and the building floor perimeter);  
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 insulation on the interior of the crawlspace's perimeter walls (not the floor above), 

such as 2 inches of rigid foam insulation; 

 the use of 6-mil polyethylene ground cover in the crawlspace, with joints lapped and 

sealed (always recommended in this guide);  

 damp-proofing of the foundation walls, and the installation of an exterior drainage 

system if the crawlspace's ground elevation is lower than the outside finish grade; 

and  

 some ventilation of the crawlspace with conditioned air. 

  

Recent model building codes also require that the non-vented crawlspace be treated as a 

conditioned basement space –- that is, it’s supplied with conditioned air, along with a 

return-air transfer grille placed in the floor above the crawlspace.  Alternatively, the 

crawlspace must be mechanically ventilated or designed as an under-floor space plenum for 

the distribution of conditioned air.  While non-vented crawlspace designs without these 

features have performed well, inspectors should check with local code requirements when 

inspecting a non-vented crawlspace. 

 

 

Understanding Vented vs. Unvented Crawlspaces 

 

The principal perceived advantage of a vented crawlspace over an unvented one is that 

venting can minimize radon and moisture-related decay hazards by diluting the crawlspace 

air. Venting can complement other moisture- and radon-control measures, such as ground 

cover and proper drainage. However, although increased air flow in the crawlspace may 

offer some dilution potential for ground-source moisture and radon, it will not necessarily 

solve a serious problem.  

 

The principal disadvantages of a vented crawlspace over an unvented one are:  

 pipes and ducts must be insulated against heat loss and freezing;  

 usually, a larger area must be insulated, which may increase the cost; and 

 in some climates, warm, humid air circulated into the cool crawlspace can actually  

cause excessive moisture levels in wood. 

 

Vented crawlspaces are often provided with operable vents that can be closed to reduce 

winter heat losses, but may also potentially increase radon infiltration. Although not their 

original purpose, the vents can also be closed in summer to keep out moist exterior air that 

can have a dew point above the crawlspace's temperature. 

 

It is not necessary to vent a crawlspace for moisture control if it is open to an adjacent 

basement, and venting is clearly incompatible with crawlspaces used as heat-distribution 

plenums. In fact, there are several advantages to designing crawlspaces as semi-heated 

zones. Duct and pipe insulation can be reduced, and the foundation can be insulated at the 

crawlspace perimeter instead of its ceiling. This usually requires less insulation, simplifies 

installation difficulties in some cases, and can be detailed to minimize condensation hazards.  
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Although unvented crawlspaces have been recommended ―except under severe moisture 

conditions,‖ according to the University of Illinois’s Small Homes Council, moisture problems 

in crawlspaces are common enough that many agencies are unwilling to endorse closing the 

vents year-round.  

 

Soil type and the groundwater level are key factors influencing moisture conditions. It 

should be acknowledged that a crawlspace can be designed as a short basement (with a 

slurry slab floor), and, having a higher floor level, is subject to less moisture, in most cases. 

Viewed in this way, the main distinction between unvented crawlspaces and basements is in 

the owner’s accessibility and the likelihood of noticing moisture problems. 
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QUIZ  3 

 

1.  T/F:  Any successful basement finish design requires that exterior waterproofing, relative  
              humidity control in the basement, and air-sealing are properly addressed. 

True 

False 

 
2.  For some climates, low-permeability and continuous vapor retarders on the _________ side of  
     basement finishes, such as polyethylene sheeting or vinyl wallpaper, should be avoided  
     because they tend to trap moisture vapor moving through the foundation. 

surface 

upper 

lower 

interior 

 
3.  T/F:  The fire and smoke characteristics of semi-permeable, rigid foam insulation on the inside  
              of a basement foundation wall require that it be covered with a fire-resistant layer, such as  
              gypsum. 

True 

False 

 
4.  If significant interior air leaks into an attic, _________ may not be sufficient to prevent moisture  
     and condensation problems in the attic. 

insulation baffles 

ventilation 

sheathing 

the structure 

 
5.  T/F:  In finished basements, finishes and baseboard trim should be held up about 1/2-inch from  
              the slab surface. 

True 

False 

 
6.  The elevation of a slab-on-grade foundation (thickened-edge slab or independent slab and  
      stem-wall foundation) should be a minimum of ______ above the exterior finish grade. 

8 inches 

1 inch 

12 inches 
                                                                             (continued) 
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7.  A vapor barrier (such as 6-mil poly) or other approved _____________ is generally required, by  
     standards, below any slab intended as a floor for habitable space. 

gravel layer 

vapor retarder 

drainage 

sand 

 
8.  T/F:   Ideally, the best location for insulation in slab-on-grade foundations is on the vertical,  
               outside face of the foundation. 

True 

False 

 
9.  T/F:   Carpet and wood-based floor finishes should not be applied directly to slabs on grade  
               unless the slab or finish surface temperature is raised near room temperature. 

True 

False 

 
10.  T/F:  If a basement concrete floor slab shows signs of a pre-existing moisture problem, such  
                as dampness or condensation, salt deposition, or standing water, the issue should be  
                addressed after installing the finish flooring. 

True 

False 

 
11.  The top causes of moisture problems in crawlspaces include poor ______ drainage, lack of   
       a ground vapor ________, and crawlspace ventilation during humid summer conditions. 

sewer..... barrier 

site..... intrusion 

driveway..... retention 

site..... barrier 

 
12.  T/F:  If the crawlspace elevation is below the exterior finish grade, foundation drainage and  
                foundation wall damp-proofing should be provided in a fashion similar to that required  
                for basements. 

True 

False 

 
13.  T/F:  It is not necessary to vent a crawlspace for moisture control if it is open to an adjacent  
                basement. 

True 

False         Answer Key is on the next page. 
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Answer Key to Quiz 3 

 

1.  T/F: Any successful basement finish design requires that exterior waterproofing, relative humidity  
      control in the basement, and air-sealing are properly addressed. 
      Answer:  True 

2.  For some climates, low-permeability and continuous vapor retarders on the interior side of basement  
     finishes, such as polyethylene sheeting or vinyl wallpaper, should be avoided because they tend to  
     trap moisture vapor moving through the foundation. 

3.  T/F: The fire and smoke characteristics of semi-permeable, rigid foam insulation on the inside of a  
     basement foundation wall require that it be covered with a fire-resistant layer, such as gypsum. 
      Answer:  True 

4.  If significant interior air leaks into an attic, ventilation may not be sufficient to prevent moisture and  
      condensation problems in the attic. 

5.  T/F: In finished basements, finishes and baseboard trim should be held up about 1/2-inch from the  
     slab surface. 
      Answer:  True  

6.  The elevation of a slab-on-grade foundation (thickened-edge slab or independent slab and stem-wall  
     foundation) should be a minimum of 8 inches above the exterior finish grade. 

7.  A vapor barrier (such as 6-mil poly) or other approved vapor retarder is generally required, by  
     standards, below any slab intended as a floor for habitable space. 

8.  T/F: Ideally, the best location for insulation in slab-on-grade foundations is on the vertical, outside face  
     of the foundation. 
      Answer:  True  

9.  T/F: Carpet and wood-based floor finishes should not be applied directly to slabs on grade unless the  
     slab or finish surface temperature is raised near room temperature. 
      Answer:  True 

10.  T/F: If a basement concrete floor slab shows signs of a pre-existing moisture problem, such as  
       dampness or condensation, salt deposition, or standing water, the issue should be addressed after  
       installing the finish flooring. 
        Answer:  False 

11.  The top causes of moisture problems in crawlspaces include poor site drainage, lack of a ground  
        vapor barrier, and crawlspace ventilation during humid summer conditions. 

12.  T/F: If the crawlspace elevation is below the exterior finish grade, foundation drainage and foundation  
       wall damp-proofing should be provided in a fashion similar to that required for basements. 
       Answer:  True 
 
13.  T/F: It is not necessary to vent a crawlspace for moisture control if it is open to an adjacent  
       basement. 
       Answer:  True 
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Checking Ground Clearances 

 

Checking Ground Clearances for Wood Protection  

Decay of common wood framing materials can begin when the moisture content of 

untreated wood exceeds 20%. In foundation and building applications, these conditions 

should be avoided by adherence to minimum ground clearances and detailing 

requirements.    

 

The ground clearances outlined in this section are considered minimums that have worked 

reasonably well in typical climates. In climates with frequent rainfall, or for sites with 

continuously moist ground conditions, greater clearances are recommended. In addition, 

capillary breaks are important, particularly when clearances are at minimums. Capillary 

breaks help to protect wood from wicking up moisture around the foundation from the 

ground.  Capillary breaks may be in the form of materials such as metal flashing, tarred felt 

paper, sill-sealer foam stripping, and polyethylene. When wood has direct ground contact, 

or if clearances are less than those required, then preservative-treated wood or other 

moisture-resistant materials should be used.  

 

  

Check for an 8-inch Minimum Clearance  

 

One of the oldest and most trustworthy practices to use to prevent wood and other 

moisture-sensitive materials from decaying is to install a separation from the constant 

uptake of moisture from the ground. Decay conditions can occur when wood is in direct 

ground contact, or when moisture wicks through other materials, such as concrete or 

masonry. Some details for popular methods used to separate wood from ground moisture 

are shown in Figure 28.  
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Most building codes require a 6-inch minimum clearance between untreated wood and the 

exterior grade, and some codes allow a 2-inch reduction in this clearance if brick veneer 

separates internal wood materials from the exterior grade.  A minimum of 8 inches 

of clearance between untreated wood and the exterior ground level is recommended by 

many experienced building inspectors. In other conditions shown in Figure 28, ground 

clearance recommendations vary.  For example, floor beams in crawlspaces are required to 

have a 12-inch minimum clearance to the interior grade as much for reasons of access as 

for moisture protection. 

 

 

Checking Wood Preservative 

 

When Wood Needs to Be Preservative-Treated  

 

Often, there are situations where wood cannot be adequately separated from ground 

moisture or protected from exterior moisture sources. In these situations, either naturally 

decay-resistant wood or preservative-treated wood must be used. In some cases, wood 

alternatives may be considered, such as plastic porch posts with metal pipe inserts, plastic 

decking, concrete posts or piers, or plastic lumber composites. The focus of this section is 

on identifying proper specifications and use of preservative-treated wood to ensure moisture 

(decay) resistance and durable performance. The recommendations in this section are 

based on the standards and recommendations of the Southern Pine Council and the 

American Wood Preservers Association (AWPA). 

 

In recent years, changes have occurred in the availability of certain wood-preservative 

treatment chemicals for use in residential projects. Therefore, it is important to understand 

how these changes affect treatment requirements for various types of wood and 

applications. In particular, the use of CCA (chromated copper arsenate) has been 

discontinued as a wood treatment except in certain commercial and agricultural applications 

(for pile foundations, fence posts, etc.).  

 

However, there are exceptions.  For example, CCA-treated lumber and plywood are still 

available for use in permanent wood foundations (PWFs) in residential as well as commercial 

and agricultural applications.  For most residential applications, however, newer forms of 

treatment are the only choices.  

 

It’s important to realize that many of the newer lumber preservative treatments may 

increase the corrosion rate of galvanized fasteners by a factor of 2 or 3, under standardized 

test conditions. Therefore, in cases of exposure to moisture at decks, porches and balconies, 

it is recommended that stainless steel fasteners and connector materials be considered.  
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At a minimum, hot-dipped galvanization or a G120 galvanic coating should be specified for 

steel fasteners and cold-formed steel connectors. A G120 coating provides at least twice the 

galvanic coating commonly used for framing connectors in residential construction. 

Connectors within the building envelope that are in contact with newer lumber preservative 

treatments are generally exempted, such as 1/2-inch-diameter sill anchor bolts. 

 

 

Treated Wood Applications 

The treatment level of preserved wood should be matched to the type of service and 

exposure involved in the application. There are five basic use categories for the specification 

of treated wood products that relate to increasing levels of exposure. These use categories 

are described below in Table 10.  

  

 

  

In general, most residential applications are found in Use Categories 2 through 4 (UC2 

through UC4). An A, B or C following the Use Category further differentiates performance 

expectations based on risk. (Use Category 5, not shown, applies to salt water-exposure 

conditions, where significantly greater amounts of treatment are required, such as at 

pilings, bulkheads, etc.) The Use Category for fire resistance is separately identified as UCFA 

or UCFB. Because UCFB relates to conditions of exposure to moisture, UCFA-treated lumber 

and plywood are more common in residential construction where fire resistance may be 

required by code, such as roof sheathing on townhouses and apartment buildings.   
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Alternative Foundation Construction Methods 

 

Other types of foundation wall construction methods and materials that are less frequently 

used in the United States include:  

 permanent wood foundations (PWFs);  

 insulated concrete forms (ICFs);  

 pre-cast concrete foundations; and  

 elevated foundations in flood-prone areas. 

These systems are not specifically addressed in this book except to mention that there are 

important foundation moisture-management practices that may be required. The inspector 

should carefully consider manufacturer and industry-recommended practices, in addition to 

any relevant minimum building code requirements, when inspecting these other types. With 

proper consideration and installation, these systems provide dry and serviceable foundation 

systems. 

 

Moisture Vapor Control 

 

Best Practices for Moisture Vapor Control  

 

This section focuses on best practices to control moisture vapor and the condensation and 

damp conditions it can cause in a house. The terms ―moisture vapor‖ and ―water vapor‖ are 

used interchangeably.   

 

General 

In the sections covering roofs, the best practices focus on preventing bulk water intrusion 

through roof, wall and foundation assemblies. Without bulk water intrusion in check, efforts 

to control moisture vapor may be partially successful at best, and counterproductive at 

worst. For example, using vapor retarders and sealing air-leakage pathways can be good 

methods for managing moisture vapor in a wall, but if rainwater is leaking into the wall, 

then these steps could actually worsen the problem by reducing the wall’s ability to dry out. 

The point here is that practices for managing moisture vapor may also affect bulk water 

management, and vice-versa, so it’s important to consider both issues.  
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Climate Considerations 

In the northern U.S., moisture vapor problems are driven primarily by indoor relative 

humidity (RH) combined with low outdoor temperatures during the winter. In the southern 

U.S. (especially the southeast), the problem is largely driven by high outdoor humidity and 

low indoor temperatures during summer months. Mixed climates are exposed to both 

conditions and can experience both types of problems. Therefore, many of the best-practice 

recommendations in this section vary according to climate. The same is true of the 

underlying building code requirements.   

 

Unfortunately, there is no definitive and widely accepted climate map that addresses all 

climate factors that contribute to moisture vapor problems. There are perhaps too many 

variables in climate and construction practices to treat the issue without significant use of 

experience and judgment. Various climate maps and criteria have been applied in building 

codes in the past, and more recent building code changes continue to demonstrate a lack of 

overall agreement among experts. It is for these reasons that accepted practices for 

moisture vapor control often vary based on local experience and differences of opinion.  

 

This guide attempts to avoid the problem as described above by using three tried-and-true 

climate maps for the purpose of guiding decisions regarding best practices to address 

problems associated with moisture vapor intrusion. These maps are shown in Figures 29, 30 

and 31. They are not intended to imply any unique degree of certainty in associating climate 

conditions with appropriate practices for moisture vapor control. They do, however, 

provide accurate trends in correlating vapor control practices to climate.  These should be 

considered when implementing an appropriate practice locally.  

 

Heating degree days (HDD), as shown in Figure 29, form the primary basis for defining 

climate zones used in building codes for energy efficiency and moisture vapor control. For 

the purpose of discussion of the concepts and best practices in this guide, the following 

climate regions are approximated based on heating degree days:  

 very cold climate: HDD of 8,000 or greater;  

 cold climate:  HDD of 6,000 to 8,000;  

 mixed climate:  HDD of 2,500 through 6,000; and  

 hot climate:  HDD of less than 2,500.   

The Decay Hazard Index in Figure 30 reflects the dampness of the climate in terms of the 

potential for wood decay. It is indirectly related to frequent high outdoor humidity levels. 

For the purpose of discussion of the concepts and best practices in this guide, the following 

damp/moisture-related climate zones are approximated based on the Decay Hazard Index:  

 damp/humid:  Decay Hazard Index of 70 or greater;  

 moderately damp:  Decay Hazard Index of 35 to 70; and 

 dry climate:  Decay Hazard Index of less than 35.  
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Finally, the Condensation Zone Map below (Figure 31) has been used in the past to help 

determine which areas that vapor retarders are to be placed on the warm-in-winter side of 

thermal insulation comprising the thermal envelope of a building. In recent years, either a 

hot-humid climate criteria or a Heating Degree Day zone may have been used for this 

purpose. As a result, recommendations for the use of vapor retarders on the warm-in-winter 

side of above-grade thermal envelopes may vary by as much as several hundred miles to 

the north or south of the region. The important observation here is the trend of the use of 

vapor retarders with respect to climate, and that not any one criterion is necessarily a 

singular directive, except, of course, for local building codes where an inexact directive may 

become a very specific law. 

 

Figure 29 (top and bottom):  Mean Annual Cooling (above) and Heating (below) Degree 

Days.  Source: The National Atlas of the United States of America (1970), page 190.   
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Moisture Vapor Problems 

 

Overview  

Moisture problems related to water vapor can be confusing because they’re caused by 

several types of moisture sources and can result from different types of dynamics in a 

house. Also, seemingly unrelated decisions that are made for one building system, such 

as how to lay out the HVAC system, are not at all independent and will affect the migration 

of water vapor in a house.  

 

Water vapor problems typically involve multiple factors, too. Removing one or more of these 

factors will often correct or prevent a problem from occurring, even in complicated scenarios 

where several factors are involved. Many water vapor problems can be prevented by 

addressing a few fundamental issues in houses, such as indoor humidity, air leakage, and 

the location of the vapor retarder. Addressing these issues with some basic best practices is 

the focus of the following sections. A selection of more complex design issues related to 

water vapor control -- some of which are controversial issues currently without a clear 

consensus -- are also discussed briefly, with references to other resources. 
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Defining the Water Vapor Permeance of Materials  

Discussions of water vapor, vapor migration, and vapor retarders require clear definitions. 

This guide uses a scale of permeance levels common to building codes and other industry 

literature (as measured in perms, or gr/hr ft2 in Hg): 

 vapor retarder is < 1 perm; 

 vapor impermeability is < 0.1 perms (also called a vapor barrier);  

 vapor retarder is semi-impermeable (0.1 to 1 perm);  

 vapor retarder is semi-permeable (1 to 10 perms); and  

 vapor permeability is > 10 perms.  

The permeability or permeance of materials can be measured with ASTM E-96 using the 

dry-cup method, in which the test sample is evaluated with 0% RH on one side and 50% RH 

on the other side. It’s also important to realize that many materials exhibit different 

permeance behavior depending on the local humidity levels, which can mean significantly 

higher perm levels at higher RH. For example, 15-pound asphalt felt has a rating of ~1 

perm using the dry-cup method, but 5.6 perms using the wet-cup method, which tests a 

sample at 50% to 100% RH. Similarly, 1/2-inch OSB varies with humidity, from 0.06 to 1.2 

perms (10% to 50% RH) to nearly 4 perms (90% RH). The 2005 ASHRAE Fundamentals 

Handbook contains permeance data for a range of construction materials.  Manufacturers 

can also provide exact data for specific products. 
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Indoor Humidity Problems 

 

High indoor humidity (greater than 40% in the winter and greater than 60% in the summer, 

as a general range) is a primary cause of many vapor-related moisture problems in homes. 

The following information covers the control of indoor relative humidity (RH) levels in 

homes. From a moisture perspective, very low indoor relative humidity levels are helpful to 

control condensation and related problems. But other important factors that actually require 

some minimum level of indoor RH to be maintained must also be considered. These include 

a minimum humidity level to keep occupants comfortable (approximately 25%), minimum 

humidity to keep wood finishes and furniture from drying out, and for homeowners with 

special needs for higher indoor humidity.  

 

 

Relative Humidity 

 

When interior RH levels are a concern, whole-house and spot ventilation to the dry, outdoor 

air could be installed, and ventilation controls that automate spot exhaust could be added. 

High RH levels might be a concern based on local experience and climate, high expected 

occupancy loads, unusual occupant habits, or especially tight construction. Providing for 

increased ventilation means selecting higher-capacity fans for whole-house or local 

ventilation devices.  

 

One option is continuous fan operation at a low level with local switches that can boost the 

fan speed temporarily. In humid regions, the addition of damp outdoor air without any 

treatment of this new moisture load will actually add moisture to the house instead of 

helping to control indoor RH. Heating, cooling and ventilation systems in such climates 

should be operated to accommodate additional moisture loads resulting from ventilation.  

 

 

Document Dehumidification Measures 

 

Inspectors should consider documenting the existence of any supplemental dehumidification 

that is observed during an inspection.  The presence of dehumidifier units may indicate the 

homeowner's concern about humidity or moisture.  Supplemental dehumidification systems 

address indoor RH by managing both built-in moisture in new houses (like the water that 

dissipates from a new concrete basement) and ongoing moisture loads in existing homes. 

Controlling ongoing moisture loads is especially important in areas with humid shoulder 

seasons, when the A/C system will not operate for cooling but indoor humidity must still be 

removed. Supplemental dehumidification equipment options are also discussed. 

 

 

Check for Wet Building Materials 

 

Moisture-sensitive building materials for new construction should be protected from 

exposure to excessive moisture while being stored on site, and also prior to closing in the 

building. Wood products, such as structural panels and framing lumber, should be kept 

under the roof, whenever possible.  
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If such components cannot be kept under the roof on site, at a minimum, they should be 

protected and not stored in direct contact with the ground. Components such as wood 

structural panels should be elevated off the ground on a platform supported by at least 

three 4x4s (one in the center of the platform, and the other two 12 to 16 inches from each 

end). The platform should also be covered at the base with a plastic sheet to block the 

migration of ground moisture up into the stack of panels. Stored panels on the platform 

should be covered on the top and sides with a plastic sheet that shields the panels from rain 

snugly enough not to be blown off by winds, but also loosely enough to allow some air 

circulation around the stack.  

 

In applications where moisture-sensitive materials must be exposed to the weather for a 

period of time after their installation (before the building is closed in), the homeowner 

should consider alternative materials that can better withstand moisture. A common 

example of this is the firewall assembly in townhouse construction, which is often comprised 

of multiple layers of fired-rated gypsum wallboard between adjacent units. Because these 

materials are left exposed for some time during construction, alternative materials, such as 

moisture-resistant gypsum, should be considered in such applications. Drywall 

manufacturers now produce alternative products for these scenarios and uses.   

 

 

Building Materials Must Stay Dry 

 

Prior to close-in, building assemblies that may become severely wet during the construction 

process (such as the exterior walls) should be checked to confirm that they’re suitably dry. 

This is especially important if the wall assembly includes low-permeability materials that will 

restrict drying of the wall once it’s closed in. In addition to avoiding the close-in of wet 

assemblies that could result in mold or material degradation, checking the moisture content 

of framing assemblies can also help to protect against excessive wood shrinkage and the 

damage this causes to interior finishes.  

 

Therefore, a general range of 10% to 15% moisture content (MC) should be confirmed 

before closing in assemblies and finishing. And to prevent differential shrinkage of materials 

and finish damage, it’s also recommended that wood materials be within about 5% of the 

wood's equilibrium moisture content (EMC) for the region. So, in areas such as 

the Southwest, a desert region where equilibrium moisture content is roughly 5% to 6%, 

lumber at a maximum MC of 10% is preferred before finishing. Using the Decay Hazard 

Index Map in Figure 30 as a rough indicator of EMC, the following upper limits for lumber 

moisture before finishing occurs can be used as approximate targets:  

 Decay Hazard Index ≤ 20:  maximum lumber MC at finish installation = 10%; 

 Decay Hazard Index 20 to 70:  maximum lumber MC at finish install = 12%; and 

 Decay Hazard Index ≥ 70:  maximum lumber MC at finish install = 15%.  

These regional values are estimates only.  You can gain a better feel for the relationship 

between lumber MC and the durability of finishes by checking moisture levels on every 

inspection. Moisture meters can be used for this purpose.  
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Properly Sized Cooling Equipment to Improve Water Vapor Removal  

 

Cooling systems should be properly sized based on the home’s construction characteristics 

and the local climate in order to reduce short-cycling, thereby improving the ability of the 

system to extract moisture from indoor air. Basic tools for proper cooling system sizing are 

discussed later in this section.  

 

Educate Homeowners on the Impact of Their Household Habits on RH 

 

Homeowners should be educated on how their habits, such as the use of exhaust fans and 

humidifiers, can have a major effect on indoor humidity levels.  

  

Air Leakage and Major Moisture Problems 

Air leakage through building assemblies can move large quantities of water vapor and is a 

major factor in many vapor-related moisture problems. Building envelopes should be 

designed and constructed to reduce air leakage from inside to outside in cold climates, 

and from outside to inside in hot and humid climates. To achieve this objective, the big 

leaks in the building’s envelope must be sealed. In addition, a suitable air-barrier system 

should be carefully considered and employed during the construction of the home. Home 

inspectors should understand air leaks and know where to look for them.  

Air leakage is driven by any one or a combination of the following factors: wind; the stack 

effect; and forced-air HVAC equipment, such as a central-air handler.  Wind and stack 

effect-driven air leakage is best handled by the use of air barriers (explained later in this 

section).  HVAC issues are also addressed.  

 

Problems with Sealing Up a House  

There are a few precautions worth mentioning for tightening the building envelope. First, 

the use of air barriers and air-leakage sealing practices can reduce the supply of combustion 

air for fossil fuel-fired equipment (such as oil and gas furnaces, gas water heaters, gas 

dryers, etc.) that are located within the conditioned space. This can result in negative 

pressure and back-drafting of combustion products. The operation of spot exhaust fans (in 

the kitchen and bath), whole-house exhaust ventilation, or even the stack effect can also 

cause depressurization of the indoor space near combustion equipment, leading to back-

drafting and the introduction of combustion products into the home, such as carbon 

monoxide. Because of these health and safety concerns, sealed combustion equipment is a 

good recommendation that is explained later.  

Additionally, mechanical ventilation may be required or recommended to address other 

consequences of tightening the building envelope, such as indoor air quality (IAQ) and 

humidity control. For example, modern residential building codes still permit the use of 

operable windows as a means of providing fresh-air ventilation, though this has been hotly 

contested in recent years.  However, it may be increasingly risky to rely solely on occupant 

behavior to provide adequate ventilation in this manner in the absence of higher levels of 

natural ventilation.  
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As a final precaution, air-barrier materials must also be considered in terms of their impact 

on vapor movement and water shedding. For instance, if an air barrier is used on the 

exterior of the wall as a weather barrier underneath cladding (housewrap), it must have 

adequate water-resistant qualities. And if an air barrier is used on the inside of a wall in a 

hot and humid climate, it needs to be made of a permeable material, and not one that will 

prevent vapor from drying to the inside.  

 

Look for Big Air Leaks  

To ensure that an air barrier functions as intended, leaks in the building envelope and air 

barrier system must be reasonably controlled. The common-sense methods are generally 

low-tech. Current building codes require air-sealing around the following types of areas: 

framing joints around windows, doors and skylights; utility penetrations; drop-ceilings 

adjacent to the thermal envelope; wall cavities and chases that extend into unconditioned 

space; walls and ceilings separated from conditioned space by an attached garage; 

openings behind tub and shower enclosures on exterior walls; common walls between 

dwelling units; and other sources of air leakage. Sealing materials include acceptable air-

barrier materials and durable caulks, sealants, tapes and gaskets, as appropriate.  

 

The above list is exhaustive.  All obvious air-leakage pathways are required to be mitigated. 

Yet, practicality suggests that the major focus should be on the big leaks. Big leakage points 

that should be air-sealed include:  vertical mechanical chases; attic access hatches or pull-

down ladders; floor overhangs; openings behind tub and shower enclosures; plumbing stack 

penetrations; utility penetrations in walls; and any exposed wall cavities that open into an 

adjacent attic space. Major leakage points commonly found in a house are illustrated in 

Figure 32.  As an inspector, look at these areas. 

 

Sealing the locations mentioned above should involve products that are durable and 

compatible with the joined materials, especially around hot surfaces. Examples include high-

quality caulks, construction adhesives, spray polyurethane foam, gaskets, sill-sealers, 

tapes, and a number of specialty products, such as gasketed electrical receptacles, switch 

boxes, and ceiling-light fixture boxes.  

 

 

Check Air Leaks at Cathedral Roofs  

 

Cathedral roofs can hide roof water leaks and condensation, particularly if a vapor 

retarder, such as polyethylene sheeting, is used on the ceiling side (something that should 

be considered only in very cold climates). If a cathedral roof is installed, the ceiling and 

penetrations through the ceiling should be carefully sealed to prevent air leakage. This may 

involve special air-sealed light fixtures, the use of caulks and sealants at all penetrations 

and joints, and avoidance of leaky ceiling systems, such as exposed tongue-and-groove 

boards. Leakage of humid indoor air into cold cathedral roof cavities is a major cause of 

condensation and moisture problems.  
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Inspectors Should Know Where an Air Barrier Should Be Installed 

 

Reducing air leakage through the building envelope is a good practice regardless of where in 

the envelope it takes place. Air-barrier systems are strategies to block air leaks at a certain 

point in the building assembly while also addressing other envelope concerns, such 

as rainwater protection and vapor retarders. This section of the book explains basic air-

barrier strategies and where to look for them. 

 

Appropriate air-barrier materials include some panel products, membranes, and other 

coatings that have low air-permeability.  Examples include gypsum wallboard, spray 

polyurethane foams, wood structural panels, extruded polystyrene and polyisocyanurate 

foamboards, building wraps, and other materials. Seams and laps in these products must be 

sealed.  

Examples of products that may be considered too air-permeable to serve as an air barrier 

include fiberboard, expanded polystyrene insulation (Type I), glass fiber insulation board, 

and tarred felt paper.   

 

There are basically four methods of providing an air-barrier system. Two of these 

approaches place the air barrier on the inside of the thermal envelope, and two place the 

barrier on the exterior, as shown in Figure 33.  
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Interior Air-Barrier Methods: 

 airtight drywall approach (ADA); and  

 airtight polyethylene approach (APA).  

 

Exterior Air-Barrier Methods:  

 airtight sheathing approach (ASA); and  

 airtight wrap approach (AWA).  

 

In cold and very cold climates (see Figure 29), the primary concern is preventing interior 

warm and humid air from flowing outward into a building's exterior envelope 

assemblies during winter months. This air flow can carry a large amount of moisture and 

cause condensation in the wall. Therefore, the use of an interior air-barrier system in cold 

and very cold climates is preferred and may be combined with a warm-in-winter vapor 

retarder. A viable approach in such regions is the ADA method used in conjunction with an 

interior vapor-retarder layer, such as kraft-faced batts or vapor-barrier paint on drywall. 

Use of the APA method should be applied more cautiously, as some localities and building 

scientists are concerned that the poly layer is almost too airtight and vapor-impermeable, 

and so will not allow drying to the interior of the building at any time of year. 

 

In damp and humid climates (see Figure 30), the primary concern is preventing exterior 

warm and humid air from leaking inward through exterior surfaces into building envelope 

assemblies that will be cool from air-conditioning. In damp and humid climates, an air-

barrier system is preferred on the outside of the wall. Many exterior sheathing products and 

wraps can provide this function, and can also serve the water-barrier function underneath 

siding materials (the ASA and AWA methods). 

 

In climates with mixed conditions, the most suitable air-barrier system can be selected 

based on other construction characteristics, and then combined with these systems. For 

example, if building wrap is used as part of a drained-cavity, weather-resistant envelope, 

then the airtight wrap approach (AWA) can be used with a little extra detailing of the 

building wrap, such as taping the overlapped seams. Similarly, extra attention to sealing 

interior drywall joints and penetrations can make the airtight drywall approach (ADA) a 

reasonable strategy. 
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Major Problems with Vapor Retarders 

 

Many moisture-related problems and structural damage that are discovered by home 

inspectors can be traced back to improper installation of the vapor retarders.  The 

component is often simply installed in the wrong location.  The movement of water 

vapor via vapor diffusion is a major factor of water vapor problems in houses, along with 

high indoor RH and air leakage. The objective of this section is for inspectors to understand 

best-practice recommendations for the correct use of vapor retarders in the above-grade 

portion of a building’s thermal envelope.  Knowing what a properly installed barrier looks 

like will help an inspector easily recognize a barrier that is improperly installed.  The use of 

vapor retarders on foundation systems is addressed in the following sections, and 

covers the unique nature of foundation moisture exposure.  

 

 

 

Vapor retarders are used to control or slow the diffusion of moisture vapor through building 

envelope materials. Vapor retarders, when applied appropriately, prevent high levels of 

humidity inside building envelope assemblies that can result in condensation. When applied 

or installed incorrectly, vapor retarders can trap moisture, slow the normal drying process, 

and contribute to moisture damage. As mentioned in the previous section, air leakage is a 

more dominant type of water vapor movement, but vapor retarders also play an important 

role in an overall moisture-control strategy.  All materials exhibit some amount of vapor 

retardance; that is, they have some impact on allowing moisture vapor to pass through 

them.  Inspectors should understand that all materials play some role in water vapor 

migration.  
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In Hot-Humid Climates, Walls Dry Toward the Inside  

 

In hot-humid climates, exterior wall systems should dry toward the interior by locating 

vapor-retarding materials on the outside of the wall assembly, and keeping interior 

materials vapor-permeable. Providing some resistance to outdoor moisture vapor from 

diffusing into the wall assembly limits moisture problems during hot and humid periods of 

the year. And by keeping the interior side of the assembly vapor-permeable, any moisture 

within the wall system can migrate to the cool and dry building interior.  

 

If a vapor-retarding material, such as polyethylene or vinyl wallpaper, is installed toward 

the inside of the wall assembly, it could block vapor migration on its cool surface and cause 

condensation problems. Instead, materials installed toward the interior of the wall assembly 

should be semi-permeable or permeable, such as unfaced fiberglass batts with permeable 

interior paint on the gypsum. And while any practices related to vapor retarders and other 

wall-assembly materials are subject to local code requirements, the damp/humid areas in 

Figure 30 give an indication of where drying to the interior is most important.  

 

 

  

In hot-humid regions, walls must be able to dry to the inside. Homeowners in hot-humid 

regions must be educated to not limit the ability of the walls to dry toward the interior by 

adding non-breathable interior finishes on exterior walls. Finishes that could compromise 

the wall’s ability to dry inward include vinyl wallpaper and vapor-barrier paints.  
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In Cold Climates, Walls Dry Toward the Outside  

 

In cold climates, exterior wall systems should dry toward the outside by locating vapor-

retarding materials on the inside of the wall assembly, and making sure that exterior 

materials are vapor-permeable. Along with that, control of indoor humidity levels and air 

leakage are also very important issues. To establish resistance to moisture vapor diffusing 

into the wall from inside the house, widely accepted materials include kraft-faced insulation 

batts and semi-permeable interior paints. And while practices related to vapor retarders and 

other wall assembly materials are subject to local code requirements, the regions north of 

the condensation line in Figure 31 indicate areas where the ability to dry toward the exterior 

is important. As the climate becomes cold (> 6,000 HDD), this issue becomes even more 

critical because longer and colder winter conditions require walls that can dry outward and 

assemblies that can limit indoor moisture from entering the wall.  

 

Along with using vapor-retarder materials (such as kraft-faced batts) toward the inside of 

cold-region wall assemblies, vapor-permeable materials installed toward the outside of the 

assembly will facilitate outward drying. This allows any moisture in the wall to dry outward 

toward the colder and drier outdoor environment. However, several common sheathing 

materials, such as wood structural panels and foam insulating panels, have fairly low perm 

ratings, which, in theory, could impede drying, and possibly even create a cold surface for 

condensation. These issues are still being researched by the building science community. 

 

 

Mechanical Systems and Moisture Control 

 

This section describes moisture-control and moisture-related problems concerning the 

design, installation and operation of mechanical systems, such as heating and cooling 

equipment, ductwork and ventilation. Common moisture issues that can arise from 

residential mechanical systems are covered.  No single building system acts in isolation,  

and seemingly unrelated building systems can actually impact each other in very significant 

ways.  Nowhere is it more relevant than when considering how the mechanical systems 

might impact the moisture performance of a house.  And because some of these inter-

relationships are not necessarily obvious, it is important for an inspector to study moisture-

related problems in relation to mechanical systems. 

 

 

Cooling Equipment May Not Be Sized Properly 

 

Dating back at least to the 1958 edition of the FHA’s Minimum Property Standards, 

residential building and energy codes have required that heating and cooling equipment 

sizes be based upon a recognized calculation method. Modern building and energy codes 

continue to adhere to this requirement, and an ACCA Manual J analysis is considered the 

industry standard. Residential cooling systems should, therefore, be sized based upon a 

house-specific load calculation using Manual J or a comparable analysis and sizing tool. The 

specific orientation of the house should also be accounted for in this analysis because a 

change in direction can result in a significantly different design load and equipment size.  
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A Rule of Thumb for Inspectors 

 

Commonplace rule-of-thumb sizing methods (such as "1 ton of cooling per 400 ft2 of 

conditioned floor area") should not be used in place of a building-specific load calculation 

method (e.g., Manual J) for reasons described in the text. However, if a rule of thumb has 

any useful application, it is limited to providing a quick means to determine, during a home 

inspection, if a particular A/C system design is potentially oversized. In this very limited 

application, a rule of thumb for hot-humid climates resulting from a 1999 FSEC research 

study is:  Cooling capacity = 1/2 ton + 1 ton per 800 ft2 of floor area served.  Used as a 

screening tool, rules of thumb that reflect the regional climate and building practices can 

potentially help home inspectors check mechanical systems for over-sizing.  

 

Intentional over-sizing of A/C systems (or over-sizing which results from rule-of-thumb 

methods) causes increased short-cycling of the cooling equipment. Short-cycling reduces 

energy efficiency and can decrease the moisture-vapor (latent-heat) removal capability of 

conventional A/C equipment by as much as one-half of the rated latent-heat removal 

capacity.  This has two negative effects.  First, indoor relative humidity levels are increased 

as the A/C system reduces the air temperature but removes moisture to a much lesser 

extent. Second, due to increased indoor humidity and discomfort, occupants may lower the 

thermostat set-point temperature to compensate. As a result of cooler indoor temperatures 

(approximately less than 75º F) and higher indoor RH levels, condensation is more likely to 

occur on windows and doors, on the inside of wall cavities, on concrete floor surfaces, and 

on floor sheathing and joists above crawlspaces.  

 

For these reasons, this guide emphasizes the importance of using ACCA Manual J or other 

similar cooling-load calculation procedures to size HVAC equipment.  

 

 

Variable-Speed Blowers Improve Moisture Removal 

 

Even with proper sizing of heat pumps for heating and cooling loads, there are significant 

times of the season where systems will operate under part-load conditions rather than 

design-load conditions. Thus, accurate sizing of equipment only lessens the short-cycling 

problem. To provide improved moisture removal and energy efficiency, two-speed 

compressor heat pumps with variable-speed blowers should be considered. These systems 

operate on the lower capacity much of the time, providing enhanced moisture removal and 

more efficient operation. Such systems offer the greatest benefits in areas with long cooling 

seasons, and are also a good match for two-zone systems because they can effectively 

handle single- or dual-zone operation.  

 

 

Supplemental Dehumidification Controlling Indoor Humidity in Damp/Humid Regions 

 

Supplemental dehumidification -- or enhanced moisture removal from HVAC equipment -- is 

recommended in damp/humid regions (Figure 30) as a means to control indoor moisture 

levels. In other areas with less prolonged periods of high humidity, these systems should 

still be considered based on their benefits, such as better control of indoor moisture, 

enhanced comfort, and integration with fresh-air ventilation.  
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For new basement foundations, supplemental dehumidification will also help remove 

moisture from the foundation as it dries, which can help prevent moisture problems in 

finished basements.  

 

―Supplemental‖ means some type of dehumidification equipment besides the house A/C 

system.  These systems range in cost, quality and function.  A few dehumidification system 

options are discussed as follows: 

 portable dehumidifiers:  These are the simplest of supplemental dehumidifiers and 

generally provide adequate dehumidification for a small volume of air (one room or a 

small basement). They are relatively inexpensive and can include humidity sensors and 

controls that regulate their operation. These units may require frequent attention to 

ensure that they are disposing of condensate properly (unless they are plumbed to a 

drain). They also give off waste heat into the area where they’re located. When a 

portable dehumidifier is observed during a home inspection, its existence and operation 

should be documented.  It may be an indication of a moisture-related concern or 

problem being addressed by the property owners or occupants. 

 stationary dehumidifiers:  These systems are available in a range of sizes for small and 

large jobs. Their designs include stand-alone, single-zone systems, or they may be 

incorporated into a forced-air duct system. These systems, which also give off waste 

heat, have the advantage of a plumbed condensate drain that does not require frequent 

attention.  

 dehumidifier ventilators:  These systems are also stand-alone systems used to 

dehumidify air, but they also include capabilities for fresh-air ventilation and air filtering. 

Their ability to introduce and dehumidify outdoor air with a single unit mitigates the 

moisture that ventilation air can bring into a house, which is a major concern in hot-

humid climates. Furthermore, since dehumidifying ventilators are an independent piece 

of equipment, they can be used to control indoor humidity during shoulder seasons 

when the central A/C system does not run -- another big issue in hot-humid climates.   

 

Sealed Combustion Chambers Should Not Create Moisture Problems 

 

The use of sealed-combustion HVAC equipment is ideal because it helps to alleviate 

potential back-drafting, and it also helps to control pressure differences across the building 

envelope. Controlling air-pressure differences across the building envelope helps to 

minimize air leakage and the migration of moisture into building assemblies. Sealed 

combustion equipment, such as a sealed-combustion natural gas furnace, draws all air for 

combustion directly from outdoors via a dedicated duct, and combusts the air and fuel in a 

sealed combustion chamber.   

 

Sealed Ducts Reduce Air Leakage and Moisture  

 

Building codes require that joints in duct systems be made ―substantially‖ airtight by means 

of tapes, mastics, gaskets, or other approved methods. This guide recommends sealing duct 

systems such that air leakage to the outside of the building envelope is ≤ 5.0 cfm 25/100 

ft2  of floor area served by the system.  
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The measurement ―cfm 25‖ denotes the air leakage from the duct system measured at a 

duct pressure of 25 pascals. Actual testing of duct systems with a duct-blaster test can be 

conducted by home energy raters or utilities. Suitable sealing materials include UL 181-

rated foil tape and mastic.  

 

Sealing air leakage from ducts has two important advantages. First, it improves HVAC 

system energy efficiency and, second, it reduces pressure imbalances that can cause air 

leakage through the building envelope. This air leakage can transfer a large amount of 

moisture into building assemblies and cause condensation and related problems. For 

example, a house with leaky supply ducts in the attic can become depressurized, resulting 

in warm, damp outdoor air being drawn into the building envelope during the cooling 

season, a particularly troublesome problem in hot-humid climates.  

 

Conversely, building pressurization from leaky return ducts can cause humid indoor air to 

exfiltrate into the thermal envelope where it may condensate on cold surfaces during winter 

conditions.  

 

 

Inadequate Air Returns Cause Moisture Problems 

 

Most central return systems do not provide adequate pathways when interior doors are 

closed because door undercuts do not provide enough flow area for the return air. As a 

result, some interior spaces become pressurized and others become depressurized.  Both  

of these conditions can drive air leakage and moisture transfer.  

 

An ideal return-air system provides unrestricted pathways for return air to travel to return 

grilles. To achieve this type of return system, the inspector should see:  

 multiple returns, with the ducts formed from actual duct materials, and not building 

cavities, such as joist bays (the most expensive alternative, but also the most 

effective); or  

 jumper ducts and transfer grilles to provide return-air passageways from rooms that 

can be isolated when interior doors are closed (which is moderately effective and 

moderately expensive, but may carry privacy objections).  

 

 

What's That Dark Stain at the Carpeting's Perimeter? 

 

In addition to alleviating pressure imbalances and limiting air leakage through the building 

envelope, these practices can also improve comfort and eliminate soiling problems that 

leave darkened stains on the perimeter of carpets. 
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Whole-House Mechanical Ventilation Is Good  

 

Whole-house mechanical ventilation systems are recommended to provide fresh air and help 

control a range of indoor air contaminants. Systems should be designed based on 

the ASHRAE Standard 62.2:  "Ventilation and Acceptable Indoor Air Quality in Low-Rise 

Residential Buildings."  The benefits of having a whole-house ventilation fan installed can be 

conveyed to the homeowner-client. 

A wide range of potential ventilation systems may be used, from high-end equipment that 

introduces, filters and dehumidifies outdoor air based on flexible controls, all the way to 

basic, low-cost systems that simply run a duct from the outdoors into the return-air plenum. 

Beyond sizing systems appropriately, a number of other design issues should be considered:  

 For cold climates, consider ventilation systems that are balanced (air out = air in), or 

exhaust-based. By keeping the indoor environment at a neutral or slightly negative 

pressure relative to the outdoors, moist indoor air is not forced outward into cold 

building assemblies, where it can condense. However, it is critical that exhaust 

systems do not create negative pressure levels great enough to cause back-drafting 

or other combustion-appliance safety concerns.  

 Ventilation systems in cold climates may also include systems with heat recovery. 

For example, a heat-recovery ventilator (HRV) exchanges heat from incoming cold 

air with exhausting conditioned air for reasonably energy-efficient ventilation. The 

incoming dry air also serves to control indoor humidity levels. Because an HRV 

matches the incoming and outgoing air flows, this type of system provides balanced 

ventilation.  

 For damp/humid climates, consider supply ventilation systems that pressurize the 

indoor environment. They help prevent the infiltration of hot and humid outdoor air 

into building assemblies, where it can condense.  
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 Another important feature of whole-house ventilation systems for hot and humid 

climates is accounting for the added moisture load introduced into the house. In such  

areas, the additional latent moisture load should be addressed either through direct 

dehumidification in the ventilation system, or through the use of supplemental 

dehumidification.   

 Finally, testing and balancing of mechanical ventilation systems is also 

recommended, especially when contractors are installing whole-house ventilation. 

Simple devices, such as flow gauges, can help to ensure that systems operate close 

to their design-flow rates. In many cases, as-built installations achieve only half of 

the intended air flow, and controls and timers may not be installed correctly.  

Building diagnostics firms and home energy raters can often provide this type of 

service.  

 

Check That All Exhaust Ducts Terminate Outside  

 

It is not uncommon for a home inspector to find clothes dryers vented to an indoor or 

enclosed building space, such as the crawlspace. It is also common to find bathroom 

exhaust fans vented to an attic space, or merely directed toward an attic vent. These 

practices are prone to create moisture vapor problems and should be avoided. Home 

inspectors should recommend that all exhaust vents be directly vented to the outside by 

attachment of exhaust-vent ducting to appropriate through-wall or through-roof ventilation 

fixtures or grilles. Exhaust ventilation ducts should also be attached and supported like any 

other ductwork. Finally, exhaust fans are rated (e.g., 50 cfm) based on a limited amount of 

back-pressure due to the type and length of ductwork and bends in the ductwork. 

Therefore, duct lengths longer than 25 feet (less 5 feet for each 90 -bend) should be 

avoided unless appropriately designed. If long duct runs are unavoidable, larger-capacity 

fan units could be used.  

 

 

   Above: a dryer exhaust hose loaded with lint catches fire 
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QUIZ  4 

 
 
1.  Decay of common wood framing materials can begin when the moisture content of untreated  
     wood exceeds ___%. 

5 

20 

30 

100 

 
2.  One of the oldest and most trustworthy practices used to prevent wood and other moisture-  
     sensitive materials from decaying is ______________ a constant uptake of moisture from the  
     ground. 

separation from 

contact with 

inadequate clearance from 

direct connection with 

 
3.  T/F:  The use of CCA (chromated copper arsenate) has been discontinued as a wood treatment  
              except in certain commercial and agricultural applications. 

True 

False 

 
4.  T/F:  A vapor retarder is defined as having < 1 perm based on a scale of permeance levels  
              common to building codes and other industry literature. 

True 

False 

 
5.  T/F:  High indoor humidity is a primary cause of many vapor-related moisture problems in  
              homes. 

True 

False 

 
6.  T/F:  On a home construction site, it is acceptable for wood products to be stored in direct  
              contact with the ground. 

True 

False 

 
(continued) 
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7.  ______ leakage through building assemblies can move large quantities of water vapor and is a  
     major factor in many vapor-related moisture problems. 

Air 

Gaseous 

Sewer 

Gravitational 

 
8.  T/F:  Leakage of humid indoor air into cold cathedral roof cavities is a major cause of  
             condensation and moisture problems. 

True 

False 

 
9.  T/F:  Air flow can transfer moisture vapor through and into building assemblies in amounts 10  
              to 100 times more than that which would typically occur by vapor diffusion. 

True 

False 

 
10.  When installed incorrectly, vapor retarders can trap _________, slow the normal drying  
       process, and contribute to _________ damage. 

air….. significant 

gases..... water 

moisture….. moisture 

droplet..... air 

 
11.  T/F:  In cold climates, exterior wall systems should dry toward the outside by locating vapor- 
                retarding materials on the inside of the wall assembly, and making sure that exterior  
                materials are vapor-permeable. 

True 

False 

 

  
 

 

 

 

Answer Key is on the next page. 
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Answer Key to Quiz 4 

 

 
 1.  Decay of common wood framing materials can begin when the moisture content of   
               untreated wood exceeds 20%. 

 2.  One of the oldest and most trustworthy practices used to prevent wood and other moisture-  
               sensitive materials from decaying is separation from a constant uptake of moisture from  
               the ground.  

 3.  T/F: The use of CCA (chromated copper arsenate) has been discontinued as a wood  
               treatment except in certain commercial and agricultural applications. 
               Answer:  True 

 4.  T/F: A vapor retarder is defined as having < 1 perm based on a scale of permeance levels  
               common to building codes and other industry literature. 
      Answer:  True  

 5.  T/F: High indoor humidity is a primary cause of many vapor-related moisture problems in     
               homes. 
                Answer:  True 

 6.  T/F: On a home construction site, it is acceptable for wood products to be stored in direct  
               contact with the ground. 
       Answer:  False 

 7.  Air leakage through building assemblies can move large quantities of water vapor and is a      
               major factor in many vapor-related moisture problems.  

 8.  T/F: Leakage of humid indoor air into cold cathedral roof cavities is a major cause of  
               condensation and moisture problems. 
       Answer:  True 

 9.  T/F: Air flow can transfer moisture vapor through and into building assemblies in amounts  
               10 to 100 times more than that which would typically occur by vapor diffusion. 
                Answer:  True 

 10.  When installed incorrectly, vapor retarders can trap moisture, slow the normal drying  
                 process, and contribute to moisture damage.  

 11.  T/F: In cold climates, exterior wall systems should dry toward the outside by locating     
                 vapor-retarding materials on the inside of the wall assembly, and making sure that exterior  
                 materials are vapor-permeable. 
        Answer:  True 
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PART 3:  CONSTRUCTION-PHASE INSPECTIONS 

 

This section of the guide offers tips on inspecting for many of the construction and building 

practices covered in Part 2.  When properly installed or implemented during construction, 

those construction components will aid in making a house moisture-resistant.  Property 

inspectors who perform construction-phase inspections have a unique opportunity to inspect 

for these building practices and recommend that they be implemented.   

Even with a well-designed house and building, plans that call out important details to 

manage water (the goals of Part 2), job site quality-management and periodic inspections 

are critical.  

Oftentimes, inspectors are hired to oversee each phase of the construction of a home.  Just 

a few minutes of oversight or inspection at the right point in the construction cycle can 

be the difference between applying a best practice or missing that opportunity.  And, in 

many cases, once the opportunity to apply a best practice has passed, it’s very difficult and 

costly to address the issue later on.  Considering these simple quality-management 

measures can help tremendously in avoiding job site moisture problems.  

Many of the recommendations in Table 12 below are cross-referenced to the construction 

practices described in Part 2 for further background on a particular item.  And, as is the 

case throughout this entire book, these recommendations are general guidelines that may 

be used in addition to the knowledge of the inspector that is based on local experience and 

judgment.  

 

 

OverSeeIt.com 

 

List yourself in OverSeeIt.com.  OverSeeIt.com helps consumers who are having a home 

built, remodeled or repaired find a certified inspector who can make sure the work is being 

performed properly.  OverSeeIt inspectors offer a variety of services, such as project and 

contractor oversight, new construction-phase inspections, final walk-through inspections, 

one-year builder warranty inspections, annual inspections for home and commercial 

property owners, investor consulting, pre-listing and seller inspections, foreclosure 

inspections, insurance inspections, and general home inspections.  There is no cost to be 

listed.  Visit www.OverSeeIt.com.  

 

 

Construction-Phase Inspections 

Table 12, which appears on the following two pages, delineates the components, aspects 

and phases of construction that are covered in Part 2 of this handbook.  The table can be 

used to alert the inspector to specific installations and points during new-home construction 

so that s/he can inspect and document these details in the home inspection report. 

 

 

http://www.overseeit.com/
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   Table 12:  Construction-Phase Inspection 

 
Phase of 

Construction     

Building plans should have clear details for controlling moisture.  Moisture-
control details should be called out in building plans and be easily readable 
and understood.   

 
 

Contractors  

Contractors should clearly understand material specs and details that are 
consistent with the building plans.  Contractors should be able to address 

tasks that can be overlooked or dismissed between different subcontractors, 
such as insulating under a bay window, or air-sealing trunk duct 
penetrations.  

 

 
Foundation  

Ensure that critical slab features are in place prior to pouring.  Prior to slabs 

being poured, check that poly, gravel beds, insulation and reinforcement  
are installed as specified.  Poly should be directly beneath the slab and be 
continuous and without tears.   

 
Framing  

Check treated lumber's certificates and labels.  When preservative-treated 
wood is used, check that lumber with the specified level of treatment has 
been delivered.   

 
Framing  

Protection of moisture-sensitive materials: Check for proper storage of 
framing materials already on site, and check for proper storage practices  

as soon as new materials arrive on site.  

 
Framing and 

Weather- Barrier 
Installation 

Check key features of the weather-resistant envelope before siding is 
installed.  The key features of the building envelope designed to hold 

moisture out (such as shingle-style, lapped seams on housewrap, and the 
integration of a weather barrier with flashing details at windows/doors)  
need to be checked before siding is applied and covers up these details.   

 
Window and 

Door Installation 
  

Inspect window and door installation procedures.  Because penetrations in 
the building envelope are a common cause of water problems, inspections  
of window and door installations are needed.  Ensure that the flashing is 
installed properly.   

 

Window 
Installation  

Verify window ratings from product labels and certifications.  Window 

ratings for wind pressure and impact-resistance (if applicable) could be 
checked on site.   

 

Prior to 
Foundation 
Backfill   

Inspect the foundation walls for waterproofing and unsealed penetrations.  

Prior to backfill, the foundation walls should be inspected for waterproofing 
to specifications, and for penetrations due to voids or other problem areas 
(such as form ties). Voids in the waterproofing should be appropriately 
repaired and sealed to create a waterproof face.   

 
Prior  
to  

Backfill   

Inspect backfill and grading for compliance with plans.  Proper backfill 
practices and finish grading are extremely important for keeping a 
foundation dry over the long term, and should be inspected and checked 

against specifications.    

 continued 
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Roofing:  
during or just 

after roof 
sheathing is 

installed  

Inspect roof sheathing installation in high-wind areas.  Because 
underlayment is sometimes installed by the framing contractor immediately 

after completion of roof sheathing, a timely inspection of the sheathing for 
proper fastening is critical.   

 
Roofing: 

prior to 
underlayment   

Verify installation of eave ice-dam flashing 24 inches beyond exterior walls.  
For regions prone to ice dams, periodically inspect for the presence of ice-

dam flashing, and ensure that it extends 24 inches horizontally beyond the 
plane of the exterior wall.   

HVAC   
Rough-In   

Inspect exhaust ducts.  Check that exhaust ducts are vented to the 
outdoors and run in straight, direct lengths.   

HVAC  

Rough-In  

Inspect and/or test the central duct system.  Verify that the central duct 

system is sealed with adequate materials at all joints.  

 
HVAC  

Rough-In  

Check for proper operation of the ventilation system.  Operate the 
mechanical ventilation system to confirm that controls, dampers and other 
features work.  

 
Plumbing 
Rough-In  

Check that supplemental dehumidification equipment is plumbed to a drain.  
In cases where a permanent, supplemental dehumidification system is used, 
verify that it can be plumbed to a water drain line.   

 
After Mechanical 

Rough-In   

Check for adequate ground cover in the crawlspace.  Once mechanical 
systems are installed, check that a continuous and lapped ground cover is 
installed in the crawlspace.  The ground cover should not be torn.   

  
Insulating and 

Air-Sealing  

Inspect envelope air-sealing details.  A quick visual inspection should be 
conducted to verify that major air-leakage areas are corrected.  Blower-door 

testing can be performed by a professional before building assemblies are 
closed in to identify and address leakage points.   

  
Insulation in 

Attic and Walls  

Inspect wall and attic insulation.  Confirm that insulated areas are free of 
voids and points of compressed insulation.  Also make sure that attic 
insulation does not cover eave vents, and that cathedral ceilings are 
insulated as specified.   

  
Insulation  
R-Values  

Confirm attic R-values when insulating for ice-dam prevention.  Verify attic 
insulation R-value, especially when insulating beyond local code 
requirements for enhanced ice-dam prevention.    

 
Basement 
Finishing  

Confirm basement finishes for moisture-resistance.  Verify that basement 
wall gypsum is not in direct contact with the slab, and that insulation details 
meet specifications.    

  

Occupancy   

Provide clients with educational materials on moisture.  As homeowners 

assume maintenance and operation of the home, it’s critical for them to 
understand some moisture basics.  Consider directing clients to this site: 
www.epa.gov/mold/moldguide.html   

 

 

http://www.epa.gov/mold/moldguide.html
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PART 4:  WATER  MANAGEMENT  and  DAMAGE  PREVENTION 

 

General 

 

Designing, building and maintaining homes that manage moisture effectively comprise a 

process of good decision-making. While builders and designers provide most of the up-front 

decisions, such as designing the roof system and specifying the foundation’s drainage 

details, over the long term, the homeowner must understand basic moisture issues and 

make good decisions at the right times.  

 

This section provides homeowners with basic information to make these decisions and to 

take the appropriate actions to keep their homes dry and comfortable.  

 

There is already plenty of useful guidance for homeowners on what to do (and what not 

to do) regarding moisture. Builders, housing groups, insurance organizations, and 

government agencies all have produced credible guidance on this topic. Therefore, this 

section of the book does not re-invent the wheel, but will instead rely on available guidance 

for homeowners. The tips that follow are based on information from the Institute for 

Business and Home Safety (IBHS) publication: Is Your Home Protected From Water 

Damage?  The IBHS (www.ibhs.org) is a nonprofit association that engages in 

communication, education, engineering and research.  

 

This section also includes inspection tips and recommendations that may help the inspector 

to spot common types of moisture problems in the home during an inspection.  Most (if not 

all) moisture-related problems can become serious and expensive if not taken care of 

quickly and completely.  Therefore, it is important for an inspector to call out or recommend 

further evaluations and/or repairs by qualified professionals when any moisture intrusion is 

discovered.  

 

Moisture Control for Homeowners 
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Water, in all its forms, is an ever-present fact of life, especially for homeowners.  

Households commonly use and dispose of hundreds of gallons of tap water on a daily basis. 

Torrents of rainwater must be successfully shed by the roof and walls during thunderstorms. 

Groundwater travels through the soil beneath the foundation. We control indoor humidity 

levels for maximum comfort. The house itself absorbs and releases moisture in the forms of 

condensation and water vapor.  

 

When a well-built home is properly maintained, water is a benefit and a pleasure.  On the 

other hand, uncontrolled water in our homes can cause damage, expense, and considerable 

inconvenience. It can lead to mold growth, rotting wood, and structural damage. It can also 

lead to the loss of irreplaceable personal belongings.  

 

 

How Your House Handles Water  

 

Imagine your house as a living thing. It has multiple ways to resist, absorb and channel 

excess moisture, as needed, to maintain its well-being, comfort and safety.   

 

 

Your House Repels Excess Water  

 

The exterior surfaces of your house, from the roof to the foundation, make up its envelope 

or "skin." The skin is designed to shed or repel excess water.  If it doesn’t, expect trouble. 

When roof flashings, windows, foundation walls, and other building components are not 

properly maintained, rainwater will find its way into vulnerable parts of your house.  

 

 

Your House Absorbs and Releases Excess Moisture  

 

All houses must absorb and release moisture constantly in order to maintain a healthy 

balance. If your house has "breathing" problems, many types of moisture problems can 

develop. Trapped moisture -- dampness that cannot be released, for one reason or 

another -- is one of the primary causes of fungus and mold growth in a house. Fungi can 

literally eat wood, causing decay, rot, and, ultimately, structural damage.  Trapped moisture 

in the walls can destroy the value of your insulation and, consequently, raise heating and 

cooling costs. Wood that stays moist attracts carpenter ants and other insects that can 

accelerate structural problems.  

 

 

Your House Transports Piped Water  

 

Directly beneath the skin of your house is a complex maze of pipes carrying fresh water into 

your house, and drain lines to dispose of water after its use. There are dozens of pipe joints 

and specialized fittings throughout your house, any one of which can develop a leak and 

cause moisture damage.  
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Your House Needs a Firm, Dry Foundation  

 

The best foundation is a dry foundation. A water-damaged foundation is extremely 

expensive to repair and can lead to damage in the rest of the house. Groundwater, 

floodwater, and even rainwater from a misdirected downspout can undermine your 

foundation and cause settling cracks and wet floors and walls, and lead to conditions that 

can support the growth of undesirable bio-matter, including mold. 

 

 

Frequent Causes of Moisture Damage  

 

Unwanted water can intrude through cracks in the protective skin of your house. It can also 

accumulate from interior moisture sources.  The most common causes of both types of 

moisture problems are covered in this section. 

 

 

Roof and Flashing Problems 

 

Roofing materials can wear out, break, rust, blow off, or otherwise fail and expose the roof 

deck and structural components beneath to moisture intrusion and damage.  

 

Most leaks occur around penetrations through the roof, such as at a chimney, plumbing 

vent, exhaust fan, and skylight. Flashings and sealant joints around these penetrations can 

crack, fail and leak. Intersections of roof surfaces at walls are also common leakage points.  

 

Old and defective shingles can curl and crack, allowing moisture intrusion. If old shingles 

aren’t removed before new roof shingles are applied, they can reduce the life of the new 

roof. Chimney caps can crack, allowing water into interior areas of the chimney.  

 

Shingle edges can fail, forcing rainwater to accumulate between the roof and gutter.  

 

Flat or low-pitched roofs have unique maintenance needs and are susceptible to water 

problems because they may not drain as quickly as roofs with a steeper pitch.  

 

Flat roof drains and scuppers can clog and hold water on the roof, increasing the risk not 

only of a leak but of a possible collapse of the entire roof under the weight of the water.  

 

 

Gutter and Downspout Problems  

 

Clogged gutters can force rainwater to travel up onto the roof and under shingles.  It can 

overflow and travel down the inside of the wall.  It can overflow and collect at the home’s 

foundation.  

 

First-floor gutters can overflow if second-floor gutters have been mistakenly directed to 

drain into them.  

 

An insufficient number of downspouts and undersized downspouts can cause gutters to 

overflow.  
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Downspouts that don’t empty far enough away from foundation walls can lead to foundation 

wall damage and a wet basement.  

 

 

Ice Dams  

 

Inadequate attic insulation allows heat to escape from the house into the attic, which can 

turn rooftop snow into an ice dam along the eaves. Ice dams frequently force moisture to 

back up under the roof shingles where it can drip into the attic or walls.  

 

Clogged or frozen gutters can act like ice dams, pushing moisture up under the shingles and 

into the house.  

 

 

Soffits and Fasciae Can Become Damaged  

 

Damaged soffits (horizontal surfaces under the eaves) can allow snow and rain to be blown 

into the attic, damaging the insulation, ceilings and walls.  

 

Fascia boards (vertical roof-trim sections) can become damaged, allowing the moisture from 

rain and snow into the attic and atop interior walls.  

 

 

Weep Holes Can Become Clogged  

 

Weep holes, which are designed to allow moisture to escape from behind walls, can become 

blocked.  

 

Weep holes can freeze, forcing moisture to back up inside the wall cavity.  

 

Weep holes can become clogged with landscape mulch, soil and other material.  

 

 

Landscape Grade Changes Can Occur  

 

Recent landscaping modifications may result in water drainage back toward the foundation, 

rather than away from it.  

 

A newly built home lot may have been graded improperly, or the original foundation backfill 

may have settled over time, causing drainage problems.  

 

Automatic sprinklers may be spraying water onto or too close to the foundation walls.  
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Window and Door Flashing and Seals May Need Repair  

 

Cracked, torn and damaged seals, weatherstripping, and flashing around windows and doors 

can allow wind-blown moisture to penetrate your house.  

 

Improperly installed windows and doors can allow moisture into the wall.  

 

Worn or failed weatherstripping can allow wind-driven rain to penetrate a closed window or 

door.  

 

 

Groundwater and Rainwater Collecting 

 

During wet seasons, groundwater and misdirected rainwater can collect along the 

foundation wall or beneath the floor or slab.  Unless it is directed away from the structure 

by a sump pump or corrected drainage, this moisture can lead to mold growth, wall failure, 

and other destructive moisture problems.  

 

 

If Plumbing Develops Slow or Catastrophic Leaks 

 

Plumbing fixtures, including dishwashers, disposals, toilets, sinks, water heaters, showers, 

clothes washers, tubs and other enclosures, can have pipe-joint or hose-attachment failures 

and develop leaks, or hoses can rupture.  

 

Leaks inside walls may go undetected for some time and result in significant damage. 

 

Kitchen appliances, such as a refrigerator, icemaker or dishwasher, can develop water line 

leaks. 

 

Metal piping can corrode internally or be damaged externally.  

 

Hanging heavy items from pipes can cause a leak or failure.  

 

Drains can clog and cause water to back up into the house.  

 

The water heater can have a slow leak, or fail catastrophically, causing flooding.  

 

 

Condensation Can Form on Windows, Pipes and Inside Walls  

 

Condensation on windows can, at a minimum, damage window sills and finishes.  At worst, 

it can damage walls and floors, as well.  

 

Condensation on uninsulated pipes can collect nearby or travel along a pipe to accumulate 

far from the original source.  

 

Condensation can form inside improperly built walls and lead to serious water damage and 

biological growth that are hidden from sight.  
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Heating and Air-Conditioning Systems Need Maintenance  

 

Lapses in regular maintenance can lead to moisture and comfort problems, ranging from 

clogged drain pans to iced-up cooling coils and mold within the system.   

 

Failure to clean and service air conditioners regularly can lead to diminishing performance, 

higher operating costs, and potential moisture problems.  

 

Humidifiers can add too much moisture to a house, leading to dampness and mold.  

 

 

Sump Pumps Need Maintenance or Replacement  

 

Neglecting to test a sump pump routinely -- especially if it is rarely used -- can lead to 

severe water damage, especially when a heavy storm, snow melt or flooding sends water 

against the home.  

 

Overload of the sump pump due to poor drainage elsewhere on the property can lead to 

pump failure. Frequent sump operation can be a sign of excessive water buildup under the 

basement floor.  This can be due to poorly sloped landscaping, poor rain runoff, gutter back-

flows, and other problems.  

 

Lack of a backup sump pump, which can be quickly activated in the event the first pump 

fails, can lead to serious water damage and property loss. This is especially important if you 

rely heavily on your sump pump to maintain a dry basement, or if you live in an area of 

seasonally high groundwater.  Sump failure can cause extensive water damage and the loss 

of valuable personal belongings.   

 

  

Where to Look for Problems 

  

An ―ounce of prevention‖ can prevent ―gallons‖ of potential water leaks and damage -- and 

a regular maintenance program is the easiest way to protect a home and its contents. The 

following checklists, organized room by room, describe early warning signs to help prevent 

(or at least minimize) water-related problems and moisture damage.  Testing or operating 

kitchen and laundry appliances is beyond the scope of a typical home inspection, although 

many home inspectors will turn on the appliances during the inspection.  
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What to Look for in the Kitchen  

 

It is easy to overlook the warning signs of excess moisture and impending water damage. 

Learn to keep an eye out for these all-too-common sources of moisture damage.  

 

 

Under the Kitchen Sink  

 

Under the sink is not just for storage and the trash 

can. It is often the starting point for many water-

related problems. Dampness and musty odors are 

common signs of a leak.   

Is a drip in the trap under the sink going 

unnoticed? It’s a warning sign of potentially 

serious drain problems.   

Is a steady drip at a faucet going unnoticed? 

Recommend that it be repaired promptly.   

Are there damp or stained areas in or under the wall where the plumbing pipes penetrate?  

 

Are there large holes in the wall with smaller pipes coming through? These holes should be 

filled with appropriate foams, caulks and sealants.  

 

Is the floor beneath the plumbing penetrations soft or stained?  

 

 

Around the Kitchen Sink  

 

The kitchen sink is a high-traffic zone that sees more action than almost any other place in 

the home.  

 

Is the backsplash cracked?  Are the sink seals cracked or loose? 

 

Is the countertop tile or grout cracked, broken or missing?  Although it may appear to be 

only a minor cosmetic issue, it’s not a minor issue when it comes to moisture control. 

 

 

Under the Dishwasher  

This workhorse appliance is often overlooked as a 

water-damage risk.  

Most inspectors turn on and operate the dishwasher 

in order to look for failures in operation.  
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If the dishwasher backs up or overflows into the sink, there may be a clogged drain line.  

The drain line should be cleaned regularly.  

 

If the dishwasher fails to completely empty after use, the main filter and drain may be 

clogged.  

 

Find a small leak in the dishwasher water supply hose? It needs to be replaced immediately.  

 

 

Behind the Refrigerator  

 

We rarely inspect behind the refrigerator.  But a check-up may prevent messy problems. If 

the refrigerator has an icemaker, check for damage or disconnection of the supply line. 

 

Moisture behind the refrigerator is a big red flag.  Even if you can diagnose the source of 

the problem, call out for a professional.  Don’t ignore even a slight leak or kink in the 

icemaker’s supply line.  

 

If unidentifiable moldy objects are growing underneath the refrigerator, call them 

out.  There shouldn’t be any moisture under the refrigerator.  

 

If the model has a drain pan, check the pan for cleanliness and bacterial or mold growth.  

 

 

Beneath the Cooking Range  

Open the bottom drawer to inspect underneath the 

stove. You may see signs of moisture or mold. 

 

 

 

Kitchen Exhaust Fans and Filters  

Fans and filters are small items that play a big role in moisture and mold management. 

Some fans merely filter and re-circulate air, which does not reduce moisture produced from 

cooking.  

 

Is the range exhaust filter caked and dirty?  

 

Is the exhaust fan covered with dust?  

 

If there are down-vented indoor grills, check them. They should be clean to ensure the free 

flow of air. 
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Bathroom Problems:  What to Look For 

  

Plumbing  

 

Most plumbing is hidden in the walls, and serious 

problems can begin ―invisibly.‖   

 

Listen for tiny drips in the wall.  

 

If a wall is damp to the touch or discolored, there is 

moisture damage in progress.  

 

Any visible leaks under the sink or around the toilet  

need to be fixed before they lead to more serious  

and expensive moisture damage.  

 

Signs of water damage in flooring in the bathroom, 

or on the ceilings of rooms below a bathroom, are a 

red flag of a possible water leak.  

 

 

Exhaust Fan  

 

One of the most important tools for moisture management in the bathroom is the exhaust 

fan.  

 

A non-functioning exhaust fan overloads the bathroom with damp air.  

 

If the exhaust fan doesn’t come on automatically when the bathroom light is turned on, 

consider recommending a wiring or switch change so that the fan will activate 

simultaneously with the light.  A switch can also be installed that turns on the fan when the 

bathroom humidity is high, or that uses a timer switch that will operate the fan for 30 to 40 

minutes after a shower.  

 

Be certain that the bathroom exhaust fan vents to the outdoors, and not into the house or 

attic.   

 

 

Toilet  

 

The toilet has critical inlet and outlet functions that need to be sealed so that they're leak-

free.  

 

Make sure there are no leaks in the water line.  
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Check for signs of staining and water damage on the 

floor.  If present, immediately check the toilet rim 

seal and tank seal. If the toilet rocks back and forth 

when pushed slightly (using your leg), the floor 

drain may not be sealed properly to the toilet. 

If the floor around the toilet seems soft or seems to 

give, structural damage may be occurring.  

 

 

Windows  

 

Bathroom windows need to perform properly in a wide range of humidity and temperature 

conditions.  

 

Check to see if there are any obvious breaks in the weatherstripping or seals. 

 

Are there are stains or flaking on the painted surfaces? 

 

 

Showers and Bathtubs  

 

Areas that are exposed to this much water need close inspection.  

 

Is the caulking cracked, stiff or loose in spots? 

 

Are there cracked tiles or missing grout that may channel water to vulnerable areas? 

 

If some water remains in the bathtub after draining, it may be a warning sign of possible 

structural weakening and settlement in the floor beneath the tub.  

 

Inspecting the Utility Room 

What to Look For  

 

The water heater and the heating, ventilation and cooling (HVAC) system may be located 

anywhere, from the attic to the basement, or in a utility room. Regardless of the location, 

here are some concerns you can address while inspecting for moisture damage and 

moisture-related problems. 

 

 

Water Heater  

 

The tank should be clean and rust-free. If you find rust developing, it is often a sign of 

imminent tank failure. Recommend that it be checked immediately because the old water 

heater may need replacing. 
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Check for any tiny leaks at the inlet and outlet pipes.  First, turn off the water and power 

supply. 

 

The area around the tank should be clean and dry.  If you find signs of dampness, 

investigate or call for further evaluation. 

 

The bottom drain valve should be dry and rust-free. If you see rust, check for leaks around 

the valve.  

 

If the tank is gas-fired, confirm that the exhaust vent and shield are in place and 

functioning properly.  Call for a professional if you suspect any problem, as malfunctioning 

water heater units can cause life-threatening conditions.  

 

 

Water Softener  

 

The area around the tank should be clean and dry.  If there are signs of moisture, check for 

leaks.  

 

 

Heating Systems  

 

If the furnace burns oil or gas products, proper ventilation of combustion gases is essential. 

Call for a professional if you suspect any problem, as malfunctioning heating systems can 

cause life-threatening conditions.  

 

Because most gas-heating systems also generate water during combustion, proper 

ventilation and periodic maintenance of the furnace will help ensure that the water is 

properly vented and drained away.  Look for recent service records. 

 

Recommend changing the HVAC system filters monthly in order to help reduce dust and 

pollutants in the home, as well as limit any sort of growth that might start there.  

 

Check that all through-the-wall penetrations for fuel lines, ducts, and electrical systems are 

well-sealed.  

 

All ducts should be clean and dust-free. Inspect the air-supply registers in the house for 

dust accumulation.   

 

Duct installation and sealing ducts in unconditioned spaces, such as an attic and crawlspace, 

should be insulated.  Recommend that gaps and holes be sealed with foil-backed tape or 

mastic.  

 

 

Cooling Systems  

 

Filters, supply lines, exterior wall penetrations, vents, ductwork, and drainage systems must 

all be in good working order to avoid moisture problems.  
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Call out for regular inspection and cleaning of the cooling drainage pan. The drainage pan 

operation is very important because water removal is a key element of the cooling system's 

operation.  

 

At season switchover, recommend the removal of dust and particulates that may have 

settled in the drainage pan over the winter.  

 

Recommend hiring a professional to look at the heat exchanger when servicing the cooling 

unit.  

 

If the air conditioner coils ice up, or if the A/C runs all the time, it can be a sign of several 

problems. Besides not working properly, these issues can also cause water accumulation 

and mold within the system.  

 

 

Other HVAC Systems  

 

Whole-house fans, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, evaporative coolers, radon mitigation 

systems, and other indoor air-quality systems need periodic check-ups.  

 

Attempt to determine whether the dehumidifier has a clogged or clear drain. The cooling 

coils should be cleaned regularly. 

 

Through-the-roof penetrations require careful inspection for water intrusion-related issues.  

Radon mitigation and HVAC systems, attic fans, and whole-house fans must be checked to 

confirm that flashings and sealants are in good condition. Check framing and sheathing 

around these penetrations for signs of staining and water intrusion. If you can see daylight, 

it may be evidence of a problem.  

 

Through-the-wall penetrations should be handled with as much care as through-the-roof 

penetrations. Electrical, plumbing, HVAC, communications, home security, cable, exhaust 

vents, and pet doors can become sources of serious moisture intrusion. Inspect them 

carefully.  

 

Recommend regularly checking the filters, watering pad, reservoir, pump and water 

connections of an evaporative cooler. Hard water can damage these systems. Annual 

reservoir de-mineralizing treatments and pad replacement are important.  

 

Recommend checking the water connections, and clean the evaporator pad of a whole-

house humidifier monthly. At the end of each heating season, the pads should be replaced 

to prevent unwanted biological growth.  

 

 

Utility Room Tips  

 

Carbon-monoxide detectors are one way to help in the early detection of combustion gas 

problems.  Recommend to your clients to install these detectors. 
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Your clients will save money on their utility bills if the heat exchanger and cooling coils in 

the air conditioner and heat pumps are clean and dust-free.  

 

Monthly replacement of HVAC filters saves money on heating and cooling costs, as well as 

reduces the potential of moisture-related growth.  

 

Keeping all ductwork well-taped and sealed is still another way to achieve home energy-cost 

savings. 

 

At the time of seasonal switchover, drains that do not flow freely should be cleaned. They 

can be flushed with hot water and a few tablespoons of bleach.  

 

Kitchen, bath and other exhaust fans should be cleaned of dirt and debris regularly (such as 

birds' nests) from indoors and outdoors.  

 

Wall penetrations for the heating and cooling systems should all be well-sealed and 

insulated.  

 

What to Look for When Inspecting the Attic 

 

 

Roof Pass-Throughs and Penetrations 

 

You should invest in a moisture meter to use on your inspections. 

 

Inspect each location at which something passes through the roof. These typically include 

chimneys, plumbing vent pipes, skylight wells, radon vents, etc. If any of the following 

warning signs are present, recommend a qualified professional.  

 

Does anything appear wet? Are there stains on the wood?  This is a telltale sign of a 

previous leak. Is the surface at the stain still damp or cool to the touch?   

Is there a musty smell?  

 

Are there any visible signs of mold or rot?  

 

 

Attic Vents  

 

In most houses, vents are installed near gables, eaves, at the soffits, and along the peak of 

the roof.  Proper attic ventilation is very important.  

 

Is the wood and insulation near the vents dry?  Dampness or surface discoloration may be a 

warning sign of moisture penetration.   

 

Check that all vents are securely attached to the walls and roof and are not loose.  
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Check for any birds' nests, insulation, or other debris blocking the vents.  

 

 

Look Down!  

 

Be sure to look down, as well as up, when checking for moisture damage in the attic.  

 

 

Insulation  

 

Is the insulation still looking soft and fluffy?  Is it thick?  

 

If there are areas that look unusually thin or flattened, it could be a sign of moisture 

damage. Feel and measure the area for moisture.  

 

If insulation near the eaves and soffits is not as fluffy and thick as it is near the middle, it 

could be a sign of a damaged soffit or other perimeter leak. Be sure the insulation does not 

cover soffit vents. Air needs to be able to flow through the vents.  

 

Examine ceiling penetrations coming up from the space below, such as plumbing vent 

stacks and ducts. These penetrations should be sealed against air leakage with appropriate 

materials.  

 

 

HVAC Systems in the Attic  

 

Attic HVAC systems and ductwork can be sources of unwanted moisture intrusion. Inspect 

the ductwork. Are the duct joints exposed or not properly sealed? If the insulation 

surrounding the ductwork is deteriorating, call it out in your report.    

 

 

Recessed Lights  

 

You can often spot clues of the presence of excessive attic moisture around these fixtures. 

 

Inspect all lighting canisters. If the canisters show rust or corrosion, it could be a warning 

sign of a potential electrical hazard, in addition to possible moisture intrusion.  

 

If the wood and insulation around the canisters are stained or show color differences, it is a 

clear sign of unwanted moisture. Check above and around these areas for sources of 

moisture.  

 

 

Walls Connecting the Attic to the Basement  

 

Interior partition walls that go from the attic to the basement are often used for electrical, 

plumbing and ductwork chases that can contain hidden moisture problems.  
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If insulation is missing in the middle of the attic, there may be unwanted air flow from the 

basement to the attic through an interior partition. Recommend that these types of hidden 

channels get sealed off and insulated to prevent air and moisture flow.  

 

 

Attic Tips  

 

When checking or adding attic insulation, be sure that none of the soffit vents is covered or 

blocked.  

 

Make recommendation to conduct attic checks routinely in the summer and in the winter. 

Many moisture problems are seasonal.  

 

Stains near attic vents are signs of previous moisture intrusion through or around these 

vents. The cause should be investigated promptly, even if the area is currently dry.  

 

Remember to treat an attic air-conditioning drain exactly as you would any other household 

drain. Routine maintenance should include a periodic removal of dust and debris, followed 

by a flush of hot water and bleach.  

 

Squirrels, mice, bats, snakes and other rodents and small animals often get into attics 

through small defects in soffits and vents. They can do additional damage that can lead to 

moisture problems.  

 

Basement Moisture Problems 

 

What to Look For  

 

Basements often contain a wide array of the plumbing, electrical, HVAC, communications, 

waste removal, and other systems of the home, which means there are plenty of potential 

moisture problems. Here’s what you should recommend that the homeowner keep an eye 

on.  

 

 

All Basements  

 

Sometimes, clues found in the basement can lead to the discovery of a leak in a bathroom 

or attic, or even a clogged gutter.   

 

Look for water trails and stains on the basement walls and on the floor above.  Investigate 

the sources of all such stains or trails.  

 

Water pipes can sweat, and this condensation, if left uncontrolled, can result in mold 

growth, mustiness, rust and rot. Look for pipes with beads of moisture on them.  Insulating 

all pipes reduces condensation and saves on energy bills.   
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If the heating and/or air-conditioning system is in the basement, check the drain pan and 

filter.  If the drain pan has collected dust and debris, or does not drain freely, clean and 

flush the drain. Filters need regular cleaning and periodic replacement.  

 

 

Look at All HVAC Ductwork 

 

Inspect all overhead floor penetrations from drains and other systems. If there is any 

evidence of moisture around these penetrations, or if they are not well-sealed, check the 

source of the moisture.  

 

Check all basement vents, including the laundry, water heater and furnace vents, and radon 

and bathroom exhaust fans, for any signs of faulty operation. Vent failure is serious and 

should be repaired by a professional.  

 

Check the sump pump, if there is one. If the pump frequently switches on and off, there 

may be excessive water build-up under the basement floor or slab.  

 

In basements that are going to be finished for additional living space, any signs of moisture 

–- whether they’re continual or only seasonal -– must be addressed before the space is 

finished. The use of a supplemental dehumidifier in basements is a good idea if the area is 

damp, and it can also be used to help the basement in a new house dry out over the first 

couple of years after construction.  

 

 

Crawlspaces  

 

Damp crawlspaces are likely places for unwanted moisture and mold growth.  

 

Be sure that exterior grading does not slope toward the foundation walls. 

 

All crawlspaces should have a plastic ground cover to block moisture from the ground, and 

to prevent mold growth and structural damage.  

 

 

Unfinished Basements  

 

Even these types of basements should remain dry.  

 

If basement walls or floors are wet, investigate further.  Try to determine the source of the 

moisture, or recommend further evaluation. 

 

If there is insulation on the walls or floors, inspect to see if it is dry and in good condition.  

 

Check the floor drain, if there is one.  
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Basement Tips  

 

Damp basements attract pests, such as cockroaches, mice, snakes, etc., especially during 

the heat of summer.  A basement should remain cool, dry and clean.  

 

Test the sump pump to be sure that it functions properly.  Try pouring some water into the 

sump chamber and test to see if the float switch turns the motor on and that the pump 

drains the chamber.  

 

If the pump is relied on heavily to maintain dry conditions in the basement, the owner 

should consider purchasing a backup pump that could be quickly activated in the event that 

the first pump fails.  Sump failure can cause extensive damage from an otherwise harmless 

rainstorm.  

 

A backup power supply system for the pump may be considered.   

 

Laundry Room Moisture Problems 

 

What to Look For 

 

The recurring cycle of warmth, moisture and lint in laundry rooms can invite all sorts of 

problems. Here are a few warning signs and regular maintenance steps you can offer to 

avoid them.  

 

 

Washing Machine Connections  

 

Inspect for tiny leaks in the connections to both hot and cold water lines.  

 

Check both ends of the water lines for possible leaks.  

 

Check the discharge hose for kinks and cracks. If the hose is brittle or old, it should be 

replaced.  

 

 

Hard Water Problems  

 

In areas with mineral-laden or "hard" water where the washer is slow to fill, there’s a good 

chance that the in-line filter is clogged.  

 

Is there a steady drip into the washing machine? Grit has probably damaged the shut-off 

valve.  
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Utility Sinks  

 

If the utility sink drains sluggishly, there could be blockage in the drain line.  

 

Watch for any signs of dripping faucets, water damage to the flooring, and leaks in the 

drainpipe.  

 

 

Dryer Connections  

 

If the dryer vent hose isn’t tightly connected to the outside vent, repair to the clamp is 

needed. Mechanical fasteners, such clamps, are more effective and appropriate than tape.  

 

If dryer lint has accumulated behind and under the dryer, the vent pipe may be clogged.  

Check to see if it is free of debris both from the inside and outside of the house.  

 

If there are too many twists and turns in the line for the dryer to vent efficiently, make the 

exhaust shorter and straighter, taking care that it still terminates to the outside.  

 

What to Look for Outside 

  

Exterior Sidings and Wall Penetrations  

 

Are siding boards cracked or broken? Is the vinyl cracked? Is building paper or structural 

sheathing visible?  

 

Cracks in brick, stucco, stone and other masonry need further investigation.  

 

Check weep holes.  Clean holes prevent trapping water behind walls.  

 

Damaged exterior hose bibs that have even slight leaks need repair. 

 

Any open or unsealed exterior wall penetrations, such as those for wiring, plumbing, 

telephone, cable and HVAC lines, should be re-sealed with appropriate caulk, foam or 

sealant.  

 

If exhaust vent doors no longer close snugly against their gaskets, they need repair. 

 

Inspect seals along the wall openings around vents and other penetrations. 

 

Look for any exposed, unstained or unpainted wood surrounding wall penetrations. 

 

Look for signs of termite infestation or moisture intrusion from earlier termite damage.    
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Windows and Doors  

 

Do the closed windows still show cracks between the sash and frame? Are they difficult to 

open and close?  

 

Is any window flashing loose or damaged? 

 

Are the perimeter sealants no longer pliable and continuous?  

 

Are there signs of moisture accumulation above or under the windows?  Check all water 

management systems above the windows, including shingles, gutters, flashing, siding and 

soffit vents.  

 

Are there doors that no longer fit tightly, or locks that do not hold the door tightly against 

the seals? 

 

Is the weatherstripping between the window sash cracked, or has it worn away 

completely? Weatherstripping in good condition is vital to prevent both water and air 

leakage.  

 

 

Good Drainage  

 

Has the ground settled or sloped toward the foundation? 

 

Do any downspouts discharge near the house?  

 

Do the gutter drains slope toward the house? Make sure they slope away from the house.  

 

Has the landscaping altered the water drainage? Landscaping should promote positive 

drainage away from the foundation.  

 

Does the driveway channel water toward the house? Re-grading or altering the drainage to 

carry driveway water away from the foundation may be needed. 

 

 

Trees  

 

Tree roots and yard pests can clog drain lines to septic fields and other water management 

systems.  

 

If any limbs are so close to the roof that they could be holding moisture against the 

shingles, they should be trimmed or removed.  

 

If tree limbs brush against the house or windows during high winds or thunderstorms, they 

should be trimmed to prevent possible damage to the siding, shingles, gutters and windows.  

 

Walk around the perimeter of the house during an inspection to see where gutters, 

downspouts and drainage systems may not be performing adequately.   
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Check for Roof Moisture Problems 

 

What to Look For 

Shingles  

 

Are the shingles worn, curled or missing?  

 

If the gutters are filled up with shingle grit, it’s a sign of rapid aging and should be 

investigated further.  

 

On a tiled roof, any visibly cracked or missing tiles should be repaired or replaced.  

 

On a wood shingle or shake roof, look for curled, deteriorated or mossy shingles. Moss may 

be a sign of insufficient water drainage and should be inspected by a professional roofer. 

Recommend that any damaged or missing shakes be replaced.  

 

Older rooftop antennae can literally drill holes in shingles. Check the feet of any antennae.  

 

 

Flashing  

 

Performing an on-the-roof inspection is best to assess flashing quality and any damage.  

 

If the chimney flashing doesn’t appear smooth and intact, it needs closer inspection.  

 

If the flashing and sealants have failed and there are obvious holes in the sheathing or even 

penetrating into the attic, recommend further evaluation and correction.  

 

Check that the perimeter of any skylight is well-flashed and sealed.  

 

Check the shingles around the skylights. If any shingles are curled or cracked, recommend 

calling a professional roofer.  

 

Check the flashing and seals on all plumbing stack vents, chimneys, skylights, and other 

roof penetrations.  

 

 

Gutters  

 

Most gutter checks should be conducted from the safety of a ladder on the ground. But if 

you can safely access the roof, take a quick look into the gutters.  

 

If the shingle drip edge (the metal strip under the first course of shingles above the gutter) 

is damaged or missing, or if the shingle edges have cracked and fallen into the gutter, the 

edge needs prompt repair.   
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If you can see an excessive amount of shingle grit or granules in the gutters, it is not only a 

sign of shingle aging, but the grit can also impede the flow of water out of the gutter.  

 

If the gutters frequently fill with leaves and twigs, recommend purchasing gutter shields 

that allow water in while keeping leaves and other debris out.  

 

If there is standing water in the gutters, the slope of the gutter may need adjustment to 

ensure proper draining to the downspouts.  

 

 

Membrane Roofs  

 

Flat roofs can create serious water problems if not maintained properly.  

 

If you see standing water on the roof, recommend having the roof inspected further by a 

professional roofer. 

 

Are the roof drains clogged? 

 

Are there visible cracks in the membrane?   

All of these issues require maintenance and possibly further mitigation, repair or 

replacement. 
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QUIZ  5 

 
 
1.  ________-cycling of the central air-conditioning system reduces energy efficiency and can  
    decrease the moisture vapor or latent heat-removal capability of conventional A/C equipment by  
    as much as one-half. 

Multi 

Short 

Over 

Long 

 
2.  Building codes require that joints in duct systems be made “substantially” __________ by  
     means of tapes, mastics, gaskets, or other approved methods. 

airtight 

loose 

restricted 

open 

 
3.  T/F:  In addition to alleviating pressure imbalances and limiting air leakage through the building  
              envelope, sealing duct leakage can also improve comfort and eliminate carpet soiling  
              problems, which can leave darkened stains on the perimeter of carpets. 

True 

False 

 
4.  T/F:  Inspectors should recommend that all exhaust vents be directly vented to the outside  
              by attachment of exhaust vent ducting to appropriate through-wall or through-roof  
              ventilation hoods. 

True 

False 

 
5.  T/F:  Inspectors are often hired to oversee each phase of the construction of a new home. 

True 

False 

 
6.  T/F:  Home inspectors are required to inspect for code-compliance. 

True 

False 

Answer Key is on the next page. 
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Answer Key to Quiz 5 

 1.  Short-cycling of the central air-conditioning system reduces energy efficiency and can  
      decrease the moisture vapor or latent heat-removal capability of conventional A/C  
                  equipment by as much as one-half. 

 2.  Building codes require that joints in duct systems be made “substantially” airtight by   
                  means of tapes, mastics, gaskets, or other approved methods. 

              3.  T/F: In addition to alleviating pressure imbalances and limiting air leakage through the  
                   building envelope, sealing duct leakage can also improve comfort and eliminate carpet  
       soiling problems, which can leave darkened stains on the perimeter of carpets. 
       Answer: True 

 4.  T/F: Inspectors should recommend that all exhaust vents be directly vented to the  
                  outside by attachment of exhaust vent ducting to appropriate through-wall or through-roof  
                  ventilation hoods. 
                   Answer: True 

 5.  T/F: Inspectors are often hired to oversee each phase of the construction of a new home. 
                  Answer:  True 

 6.  T/F: Home inspectors are required to inspect for code-compliance. 
                  Answer:  True 

 

 

PART 5:   IN  CONCLUSION 

 

To review, this publication covers:  moisture-resistant roof systems; moisture-resistant 

exterior walls, including flashing at doors and windows; moisture-resistant foundations, 

including insulating crawlspaces, slab-on-grade, and finished basements; ground 

clearances; moisture vapor control; humidity; air leakage; and vapor retarders.   

That’s a lot to know about inspecting for moisture intrusion.  But building practices and 

construction techniques are essential for an inspector to understand. Building components 

that are defective, incorrectly installed, or simply missing can produce moisture-related 

problems.  Moisture intrusion into a building can cause major structural damage and can 

threaten the safety of its occupants.  When an inspector knows what a properly installed 

building component looks like, then recognizing an installation defect is easy.  Education 

and training on the best and most recent building practices for controlling moisture are 

essential for every property inspector. 

 

A well-constructed and well-maintained home can protect the occupants, increase their 

comfort, and lower their energy and repair costs. 
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InspectorOutlet.com is your source for 

all things inspection-related! 

 

We are the official source for InterNACHI, the International 

Association of Certified Home Inspectors (www.NACHI.org) 

 

We strive to provide the lowest prices on the highest-quality tools,  

products, supplies, safety apparel and equipment, as well as educational 

books, articles and other materials to help home and commercial property 

inspectors stay on the cutting-edge of the inspection industry.  

 

          

                   "Inspector Outlet is officially endorsed by InterNACHI for the  

         best prices in the business for our members."    

          -- Nick Gromicko, Founder of InterNACHI 

 

 

At InspectorOutlet.com, we are constantly expanding and adding new products, so check 

our site often.  If there is something you would like to see in our store, please feel free to 

email us with your suggestions.   

 

We appreciate your business, 

 and we’re here to help you find what you need! 

https://www.nachi.org/

